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The qu«ntlt«t iv« 9«p«T«tiont of Cd '^*' from C u ^ , Zn^*. 
and of Cu^ "*^  from Ni^* end Co^ "*^ . of from Ni^^and 
Co^* and of Hg^ f»0B Cu^ "*^ . Zn^'^.Pb^'^, Ag"** and a f\ava been 
studiad In d e t a i l s using varying concentsatlont o f sodium 
ehlorida solution in acatons. In ordar t o f ind tha optiaun 
conditions f o r tha separation of these natal ions , a 
systeisatic study has been loade of the various isportant 
faetors such as sat^la concentrations• eluent concentrations, 
and ionic strength. The chrocnatographic behavior of 
47 ae ta l ions has a lso been investigated using NaCl 
solution in 30^ acetone. 
A simple and reproducible procedure has been developed 
for the dissolut ion o f tantalun pentoxide. The oxide i s fused 
with potassium n i t r a t e and potassium carbonate in the r a t i o 
of l i 2 . 9 t 2 . 5 . The melt i s dissolved in concentrated 
sul fur ic acid. I f the aulfuric acid aolution ia evaporated 
and the residue dissolved in 20% t a r t a r i c acid then the 
solution in the t a r t a r i c acid medium i a obtained* 
/The aolution of tantalum oxide aa obtained above has 
been uaed for the syntheaia of tantalum tungatate and the 
ion exchange pr9p«rti«» of the gynthttie tantAlun tungst t t * 
sasp l t have b«»n invastlgatad. The tantaiua tungstate hat 
the tantalun*tungsten r a t i o of l.tJ..9. I t s ion exchange 
capacity i s 0 .84 sieq/g* Xt has a high separation f a c t o r 
f o r the separation of K* from m * and of Zr?^ from Cd^*. I t 
a lso separates e f f i c i e n t l y Ti'*'*' and Th '^*' from numerous 
Qietal ions. The exchanger i s highly s table even i n 8M HNO^ . 
The sorption mechanism i s presented in terms of ( i ) Ion* 
exchange ( i i ) hydrolysis and ( i i i ) prec ipi ta t ion. J 
All the separations achieved during the course of 
t h i s work are sutuRarised in the follo«dng table . 
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Analytical Chemistry I s r e l a t i v e l y a modern science* 
The t radi t ional branches of chemistry le , organic.Inorganic 
and Physical depend mainly on principles and methods of 
analysis which I s the essence of modem ana ly t i ca l chemistry. 
Aoialysls comprises detect ion, determination and separation. 
Separation, howewr. I s more liqportant than detect ion and 
determination because In most cases detection and determl* 
nation depend on separation. 
The separation processes avai lable to the modern 
chemist may be c l a s s i f i e d as Instrumental and non»InstrumentsI. 
The Instrumental methods of analysis are very Important and 
are generally used nhere minute quanti t ies or high s e l e c t l * 
v l t l e a are Involved. The more Important Instrumental methods 
of separation are f 
( 1 ) E l e c t r o l y t i c Methods 
(11) Mass Spectrometry 
( i l l ) High pressure l iquid Chromatography 
( I v ) Gas Chromatography 
(v) Slectrophoretlc Methods 
The Instrumental methods need expansive Instruments snd trained 
personnel to keep the Instzumsnts In • working order. Non* 
Instrumental methods are simple. Inexpensive and a t the same 
time elegant . The non-Instrumental methods of oepasatlon 
•ay be c ias&l f ied as t 
(1 ) Chromatography i po-er . thin layer and colunai 
( i l ) Holvent extrac t ion 
( I I I } Homogoneous prec ip i ta t ion 
( I v ) Volo t l l iga t ion 
(v) ion exehangd 
( v l ) Dlolyslo 
( v l l ) Floatat ion 
( v l l l ) Olologlcal i.«©thodo 
Of a l l tho non-lnatnracntal cothods chromatography and 
Ion exchango ©r© probably the laoot veraat l l®. Chronwtography 
hOQ boon defined by Ciisaldy as o^uc:>aratlon process applicable 
to e s s e n t i a l l y (Dolecular nilxturoo u^lch r o l l e s on d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of the cdxture between an e s s e n t i a l l y two dimensional, or 
thln» phaee and on@ or more bulk phase® ^ I c h are brought In 
m 
to contact In a d i f f e r e n t i a l counter current manner. The 
pha«e« are ensiled s t a t i o n a r y and f*oblle«. 'Jlnce thousands of 
mobile and etat lonary phases are avai lable hence the v e r s a t i l i t y 
of chromatographic technique I s l imited only by the l l i s l t of 
human Ingenuity. An In teres t ing exaisple I s the separation of 
d i f f e r e n t valency s t a t e s of Fe, Ce, U» Cr* As* V, and l!g 
n 
6 
by -astrl ®t al,(l) on paptr strips inpr@^nat®d with 
zirconium phoaphdto* Th® stationary phase ©ay b© in th© 
for© of paper or thin l®y®r o r colucai. Of all th© aateriala 
Qonerally used for th© preparation of thin layers, silica 90I 
is probably the most v®rs®til®. Thin lay©r chromatography 
on Billed gel has boon very us©ful for th© Gopsrotion ©f 
organic cocpound©« H o m s m r ito utility in the separation of 
inorganic 8ub@tanco0 has not yot beon fully explored* 
Th® Qoro recent m x k on thin layer chroiaatography 
has bo©n admirably eumisariEod by £kinkisan(2) upto 1972. After 
1972 only a foi^ ©tudiae hava boon oado on thin layor 
chr<»atography of caotol ions, uhich ®r© cuooorisod b e l o w 
Th© Rf values for iono of 5 9 taatola havo b©on detori^nod 
o n silica gel thin layar© using nagCo-HgSO^ o© tho oluont. 
The iona ar® clasoifiad in to 4 groups* Thoao having loia or 
aero Hf values for all concentratlona of H^CO^t those with 
af values increasing ^4th increasing HgSO^ concentrations, 
those with high Hf values (>0.6) in pure 02* very low 
H^'^o^ concentrations, and those displaying double spots. Th© 
different behaviour of the vaxious groups of ions is explained 
by difference in solubility and sulfate conplex foxmation(3). 
^studies on the analytical applications of sulphur analogs of 
of ^ - d i k e t o n e s by lionjo et •1.(4) have been carried out 
using cyclohexane»fCl^. cs^t CtGAC, cyclohexane-CHClg, 
QCl^-CGg and cc l^-crg oe developing agents, roporation of 
r o ( l l ) , mill), r u < I l U ZniU), H g d i ^ P b ( l l ) and Cd{U) 
OS tho i r 1TTA (l , l , l«trif luo3CO-4«{2-thi®nyl)4«norcapto-3-
buton-S^ona) coc^l@x€6 by thin layer chrornatooraphy h&e been 
carried out on s i l i c a gel , lig, Cu, Co, <:n and Pb 
have boon datenained co the tsotol dithizonateo by oxtrciction 
in to Ci-CClgt separation by TLC , olutlon uith CHCl^  ond the 
colorimetry of organic solution (200 ml.) by 0,1:^ dithizone 
in 5 ol . CK^l^ a t pH i . a - 2 . 0 Detection of noble rsatal 
in^uri t ies in rofined ci^tsl solutions hcs boon carxied by TLC 
on Gi l ica ge l (6 ) F©^* has been oooily and rapidly separated 
frora Ca^" ,^ Al^^, Cu^^ and tn^^ by TLC on o i l l c a gel-HH 
Gtarch ( I 3 . 9 i 2 g ) with (SSsS, 3C» 10, or 40s 1) as 
solvent! 7 ) . CnCll) has been detected as a blue s:5ot by 
treatment with l;^ Uascorbic ac id, with C.C6 ' ^,2 ' -diquino-
xcilyl in Zt2 Mtl-i;^^ on s i l i c a gel C thin layers (8) . 
f'.^^ureshi and coworkers have separated quant i ta t iv t ly 
titanium from numerous metal ions on s i l i c a gel by 7t.C(9). 
TU; of ^ metal ions including toxic taetals on s i l i c a gel 
thin layer has been studied in mixed solvent systemsiIC). 
?!etal ions have b«}0n transformed in t o t h e i r dithizonates 
and detersdned by TLC using s i l i c a gel*0 as an adsorbentt l l ) . 
chromatographic s tpsrat ion and colorlmetr ic detercdnatlon 
of Hg, Cd, Co, and Zn as dlthlEonatos hos beon carr ied out 
using s i l i c a gel as an ad8orb@nt( 12}. 
TLC on e i l i c a gel hats been used t o detect Fe,wi,^n»Co» 
ami Cu in natural rubber saoples by disoolving the rubber 
ean^le in i C l solution and reacting the oetala with 
dithisone. Ltetal dithizonatea have boon separated on s i l i c a 
gelt snd the chromatographic spots detected v^lth a solution 
of ferrocyanide or hydroxyquinoline(id). Lead can a lso be 
detercdned in blood. The metal has beon extracted froQ the 
blood with dithisone a f t e r treatment with HCl. The Pb d i t h i -
zonate complex hos been detemined c o l o r i n e t r i c a l l y a f t e r 
i t s separation on s i l i c a gol by thin loyer chroir^tography 
with taethyl chloride benzene (33sd} as eolvent(14) . \'on » 
e l e c t r o l y t e ligand isomers of C o ( l l ) , Cr(C), C u ( l ) , F e ( I I l ) , 
M i d i ) , Rn(lV) and w{0) coioplexes with coordination nos .^ ,4 ,5 
and 6 containing various liganda have been separated by TLC 
on s i l i c a gel using CH^Clg. CHgClg-^iegCoC^j 1) i -egco-c j icl^tai l ) 
and pentane-C^Hg ( I t l ) as mobile phaseadd). The thin layer 
chromatographic behaviour of 24 neta l ions on s i l i c a layers 
with h^s been investigated using aqueous solutions o f 
the organic complex fonning agents ( l a c t i c acid, t a r t a r i c ac id, 
c i t r i c acid and jiTA e t c , ) as mobile phasesC 16), I d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
and separation of tox ic metals havt been Qtudied on s i l i c a 
gel by TU; as t h e i r dithizone complexes(17). Chromatographic 
stiparations of rare earths can be cichieved on s i l i c a 90I 
using Cu i^^ o^/aq n i t r a t e solution systeral 13). H.c. : .ohra(l9) 
found that TLC end tho ring«ovon t©chni<iu©3 ivero used for 
the micro dotoro inat im of r4i ,Co,rd,Ti,V, and idr.rii.Co, and 
Pd tfsre soparated on s i l i c a gol plates by developing v^ith 
2l>s4 i80*i3uCor.e»diph&nylthiovioluric acid follotved by 0,1<1 
oq iaTH. T i , Y, and Zr have been separated on c e l l u l o s e support 
by developing i»ith 23 *2 ftegCo-mK lil) . The spots have boon 
dotectcd 00 doscribed above. Tho in^portant separations of the 
mixtures of heavy nK)tal ions in o ineral acid solutions hevo 
been carried out by ion oxchango on a s i l i c a gel coluisn 
treated uith a s i l i c o n e and then loaded ^ith dinonylnaphthalono 
oulphonic acid as the ac t ive exchanger. (20) 
' .ost of these studies have baon (Dade using nonKaqueous 
systems, i t iidll therefore bo in teres t ing to inves t igate the 
d i f f e r e n t aspects of the quanti tat ive separation o f metal ions 
using s ingle aqueous systems on s i l i c a ge l thin layers . 
Column chromatography i s another v e r s a t i l e non-instruioental 
method of analysis . The columns oay be used f o r adsorption* 
ion exchange(21»22), p a r t i t i o n ( 2 3 ) ^ i o n exclusion or ligand 
exchange. As f o r as th® separation of metals i s concerned the 
ion exchange colums exe the laost e f f i c i e n t . 
Organic r t s i n t «^lch hav^ b««n uaad for a long t lna 
for ion txchanga coluim chromatography ara daconpoaad by 
radiationa and a t high tanparaturas. Tha a f f a c t of tanpa* 
ratura (25*79^C) and tha degraa o f raain cross Ui^ing on 
ion axehanga have bean elaborately atudiad by Dybcsynski(24, 
23 ,26 ,27 and 23) . However at high teraperature organic raaina 
tend to deconpoae* Synthetic inorganic ion exchangers are 
being used at column materials where res is tance to heat and 
radiations i s required. The oore ii^portant uses of these 
materials are given belowi 
( i ) the separation of metal ions 
( i i ) the puri f icat ion of viater 
( i i i ) the separation of organic c<M9>ounda 
( i v ) the preparation of ion s e l e c t i v e membranes 
(v) the preparation of a r t i f i c i a l kidney taachinea 
( v i ) the preparation of fue l c e l l s 
Much o f the pioneering work in th i s f i e l d was done by 
K.A,Kraus(29,30} and C.B. Aiq9hlett(31,32) who concentrated 
t h e i r at tent ion on sirconium oxide and sirconiua phosphate. 
The work upto 1963 has been suanarlsed by Asiphlett in his 
c l a a a i c a l book e n t i t l e d , "Inorganic Ion exchangers"(33). 
The l a t e r work upto 1970 has been condensed by Vesely and 
Pekarek(34). 
The inorganic ion exchange materials have been 
c l a a s i f i e d by Pekarek and Veaely(35) aa followat 
8 
( l ) Hydrous oxides^ 
( ? ) Acidic s a l t s of multivslent metels 
( 3 ) S a l t s of h®teropoly acids 
(4} Ineolubla f@£rocyanid«b 
{£>) Synthetic aiutoinosiUcatee 
(6 ) Certain other substances eg. synthetic apat i tec , 
su l fa tes and a lkal ine earth su l fa tes . 
C^t of the various c lasses mitlined above the ac idic 
s a l t s of multivalent rntals have a t t rac ted the greatest 
at tention. They easy be prepared by confining 9roup Z\f oxide® 
^ t h the Gsore acidic oxides of groups V and VI. 
IV V VI 
S i P S 
Ti Ge V AS Cr Se 
2r On r4b Cb r.io To 
Hf Pb Ta Bi • PQ 
The Q»re recent t»ork on Inorganic Ion exchangers has 
been suasnarised by Cl ear f i e ld , Uancollas and Blessing(36) . 
t\ survey of the l i t e r a t u r e shovm that most of the work upto-
date hds been concentrated on the oxides and s a l t s of 
zirconium. The s a l t s of Ti,Th,r:n,?bt and V have a lso been 
studied in some d e t a i l . Ho«»ever very l i t t l e work appears t o 
have been done on the ion exchange properties of the s a l t s of 
niobium and tantalum. 
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Phi l l ips and t;raus(37) mr^ probably tho f i r s t to 
synthosiza a tsntaluoi inorganic ion exchanger i e . tantalum 
phosphate and they found that t h i s substance i s severely 
hydrolysed in a lkal ine solution and i t s capacity ( 0 . 6 raequi./g 
in acid solution) i s l o s t on drying a t 200^C. Tantalum 
phosphate was also prepared by Uoioura and coworkers(38). I t 
was prepared by adding a concentrated HCl solution of 
tantalum pentachloxide t o an aqiueaus solution of phosphoric 
acid. After the gelatinous prec ip i ta te was allowed t o stand 
for 25 hrs i n contact » i th the solut ion, i t was separated, 
washed ami dried* The tantalum phosphate which possessed the 
composition TaOgCHg^O )^o, as* amorphous end chemically 
s table . From acid base t i t r a t i o n curves i t was found that 
tantalum phosphate i s a typical weak acid cation exchanger 
having the capacity upto 3 .3 mq/g» in a lkal ine solution. 
A tenta t ive explanation for the cat ion exchange mechanism of 
tantalum phosphate was based on acid base t i t r a t i o n curves and 
I . spectra. The H ions produced by the dissoc ia t ion of the 
dibasic phosphoric acid group are exchanged by a l k a l i metal 
ions in a r e l a t i v e l y low pH solution. Tantalum arsenate(39} 
ion exchangers were prepared by mixing 0. IM Ta^C^ and 0. IM 
Ha^ H AsO^ solutions in various proportions and adjusting the 
pH t o 0 with NaOH solution. The product formed v'»ith volume 
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r a t i o of Ta to As 1.4 ^avo greates t ion exchange capacity. 
The ion exchangt capacity did not vary ivith tho nature of 
the cat ion exchanged. The quantitat ive separation of 
odxtures ts^ ere foui^ possible. A k inet i c study of ion exchange 
in tantalum arsenate has been carr ied out t o understand the 
theore t i ca l aspects of separations(40) . r^iobium besed 
phosphate and arsenate inorganic ion exchangers have also 
been synthesised and t h e i r ion exchange properties studied 
in d e t a i l (41 ,42 ) . Tantaluo anticsonate (Sb/xs » 1 .3) 
has been synthesized by mixing 0. tantalura and antimony 
pentachloride solution in the r a t i o 1»2 a t rooa tecD^orature* 
The pH of the oixture was adjusted to 1 ivith acmonie. The 
prec ip i ta te obtained «$>as refluxed ivith the m t h e r liquor f o r 
It) hr. This procedure gave a i^producible ion exchanger. The 
cpiantitative separation of VO^ ^ - - Al^"^— Fe^"*'—Ti^"^. 
and UC^ "*" — Ti^ "*" were achieved on i t s column8{43). 
M.i^ureshi e t a l . (44) have a lso synthesised niobium 
antimonate and studied i t s ion exchange properties in d e t a i l . 
Tantalum and niobium 8e lenl tes (45) vmre prepared by the react ion 
of tantalum or niobium s a l t s ^ t h selenious acid. At lo^ 
ra t ios materials of various compositions are 
precipitated. a r a t i o of Ta0(0H)Son3.PH20 i s formed. 
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At 3 5 0 ^ thl» i s conv«xt«d to Ta^Og (SeC^}^* Tentalum 
sdlonite i s more thexiually s tab le and less soluble in 
mineral acids than nidl»iuf9 conpounds* 
The above suirvey shot^ thot although I'jork has bo@n 
done on the ion exchange properties o f some tentaluQ s a l t s , 
they need further at tent ion as for as t h e i r synthesis and 
ion exchange properties are concerned. As tantalum oxide 
i s chemically iner t in (oost acids i t i s expected that the 
tantalum s a l t s may a lso exhibit a high chemical s t a b i l i t y , 
f ^ s t separations are carr ied out i n acidic ciedia and in 
these conditions tungsten oxide a lso shOKis a groat chetoical 
s t a b i l i t y . I t i s therefore useful t o explore tho chemical 
dissolution and the ion exchange c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of tantalum 
tungstate «sthich may 8ho«9 « remarkable s t a b i l i t y in acid 
solutions. 
Llien one wishes to prepare tantalum s a l t s the 
dissolut ion of tantalum pentoxide causes a great d i f f i c u l t y . 
A b r i e f account of the methods avai lable u p t i l l now i s as 
f0ll0W8(46)l 
( i ) The Hydrofluoric acid Methods In t h i s method the 
oxide i s heated with HF yielding the heptafluoro-complexes. 
This treatment was proposed by r;arignao in 1366 as the f i r s t 
step in the separation of tantalum from other metals, niobium 
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and tantalufl} metals and t h e i r a l loys may be dissolved in a 
mixture of hydrofluoric acid and n i t r i c acids and then 
separated by chromatography. 
( i i ) The potasoiiea carbonate and potaaaium hydroxide eiethodt 
In t h i s method tho tantaluia oxide i s fused t^iith a 
{Bixture of and KO-U Thio method has liioited applicetiono 
and i s c h i e f l y used for the separation of niobiuQ and 
tantalum from other metals, in par t i cu lar tungsten* and f o r 
the opening up of cer ta in minerals* 
( i i i ) The b iaul fa te and pyrosulfate mothodi This method 
was devised or ig ina l ly by Berzelius and used extensively by 
Berzelius and H.Hose* I t i s probably the most u;idoly used 
f i r s t s tep towards converting the ignited pentoxide i n t o a 
soluble forflk The ignited oxides are heated t^th potassium 
pyrosulfate in a c l e a r s i l i c a or v i t r o s i l c ruc ib le , u n t i l a 
a c l e a r melt i s obtained. Potassium b i s u l f a t e may be 
substituted for the pyrosulfate, provided that care i s taken 
to avoid loss by frothing during the conversion of the 
b i s u l f a t e to the pyrosulfate. The potassium s a l t s are t o be 
preferred to the sodium s a l t s , which lose at a lower 
temperature(47). After a careful temperature control , the 
fusion resul t s in a c l e a r melt. The cooled melt i s dissolved 
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In a satuzated solution of acronlum o x t U t e 07 a 2Qf> 
t s r t a r i e ecld solution* 
raikifoxova etal '(43) dissolved tantalum pentoxide in 
a lkal ine solutions* During leaching of. niflto of Te-Contg-
matarials with soda« conGiderably greater Ta losses than 
expected from l i t e r a t u r e data rjere obtained. The presence 
of Si and r; oxides in the s tar t ing fisaterial f a c i l i t a t e s the 
solution of Ta, « ^ i l e Ca and f/«n oxides decrease the tantalup 
s o l u b i l i t y . The s o l u b i l i t y of NdgOg, f^ b^C ,^ CeC^, 
HfOgt TagC^, and Ge^O^ in fusod borax ©as dotermined a t 
300-970®C by ieothenaal saturat ion. Tho s o l u b i l i t y of the 
oxides a t 900® i s i 9 . 7 2 , 2.0JL, 9 . 0 9 , 11.33, 6 . 5 2 , 2 . 0 8 , and 
10,34 raoleri, re8pect ively(49) . Vasnev and coworkers(SO) hove 
designed a simple apparatus f o r the decocipoo i t ion of subotances 
<^ich dissolve with d i f f i c u l t y . This apparatus i s used f o r 
dissolving the oxides of Al,nb, and Ta at high pressures 
using HF and n i t r i c acid rrlxtures. The s o l u b i l i t y of tantalum 
heiaipentoxide in molten a l k e l i metal ;:etaphosphate8 has also 
been studied(51). 
The ra te of iNb^ n^  and Ta^O^ dissolut ion in a mixture 
of KF and H S^O^ depends not only on the concentration of the 
acids but a lso on the interact ion of the acids. The maximum 
dissolution ra te for occurs when the r a t e BF$H2S0^*" 
and f o r Ta^C^ no d e f i n i t e maximum i s obtained(92). 
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f ^ s t of the methods given in the l i t e r a t u r e were 
t r i e d but they are e i t h e r tedious o r non*reproducible. 
A simple method was therefore developed f o r the 
dissolution of tantalum pentoxide and from the solution 
so obtained a chemically s tab le ion exchanger "tantaluo 
tungstate" was synthesized. The d e t a i l s of tho e f f o r t s 
made in these direct ions are described in the follot^ng 
chapters. 
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2 J p p . u c . T o j i 
Thiivlaytx chromatography i s vary e f f i c i e n t f o r the 
separation of metal ion*. The e a r l i e r 8tudiet ( l ,2 ,3>4) on 
the separation of metal ions using thin layers of e i l i c a gel 
suf fer from the follovdng l imitat ionsi 
(a ) The quantitative aspects of the separations have not 
been exasdned. 
(b) The e f f e c t of various fac tors auch as Don5>le concentra-
t ions , eluent concentrations» pH, and ionic strength has not 
been systematically studied. 
Without the study of these f a c t o r s , the oeparations 
can not be put to ftaich prac t i ca l use. The present laiork was 
therefore undertaken to remove these l imitat ions . The 
chromatographic behavior of 47 metal ions m s investigated 
using 1.CM NaCl solution in 30,4 acetone. 
Sodium chloride was chosen because i t enables one t o 
study the e f f e c t of Cl* concentration on the separations. 
In the e a r l i e r s tudiea(5 ,6 ,7 ) HCl was invariably chosen. 
However,if the HCl concentration varies* then the concentrations 
of H*** and Cl* ions also simultaneously vary. Acetone was used 
because i t does not solvate the ions and i t suppresses hydro* 
l y s i s t o give more compact spots. The resul ts obtained are 
aunmarised in the present chapter. 
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Thin-layer chiomatography apparatus (To8hni«i/al, India) 
f o r the preparation of s i l i c a gel plate® on 20 x 3 . 5 coi ^lae® 
plates was used. The chro«Qat09raphy p&Tfom@4 i n 24x6 cm 
glass Ja rs . Elico pH meter r^odel LI-10, Bausch and Lomb 
Gpectronic 20 Colorimeter used for pH oi^ spectrophoto-
nietric tneasuremontG« respectively. 
S i l i c a gel G (E.r»:erck}, cadcduQ s u l f a t e , cadiaiuEa n i t r a t e 
(fsade in Poland}* sine sul fa te (&D.H.) cobalt su l fa te 
(Sarabhai l\, Cheoioal, India) , lead n i t ra te (B.D.H.}, cobalt 
sul fa te (B.D.H.) , nickel su l fa te (B.D.H.), sodium chloride 
( a D . H . } , dithisone (B.D,K.} , sodium diethyldithiocarbamate 
(nade in Hungary), acetone (B.O.H.), chlorofona (q.D,H. ), and 
carbon tetrachlori(le( & 0. H.} mn used. All other reagents 
urere of AnalaR grade. 
Tflt 
Sulfates ®f and nitrates of 
Cd®"*" and Pb^* were used. The solutions {0, m) of chlorides , 
n i t ra tes* and sulfates of most of the cations were prepared 
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In C,IM solutions of th« corresponding acids. The 0,IM 
antimony and bisniuth chloride solutions were prepared in 
30^ v/v and 4M hydrochloric ac id, respectively. Niobium 
pentachloride so lut iond^} was prepared in iO^ t a r t a r i c acid. 
Selenium dioxide was dissolved in water and made a lkal ine 
with m potassium hydroxide* The 1% solution of gold chloride 
was prepared in hydrochloric acid. Tantalum pentaoxide was 
dissolved in concentrated sul fur ic acid and einDonium s u l f a t e . 
0, X% Pt solution was prepared by dissolving t^ t ivire in aqua— 
regia* Sodium molybdate* sodium tungstate, potassium chloride, 
and rubidium chloride solutions prepared in water. Ceric 
s u l f a t e (0. ItYi) was prepared in 3 .6^ su l fur ic acid. Stannous 
chloride (0. if/.} was prepared in V^i hydrochloric acid. 
were detected with yellow ammonium sul f ide solution, A 
aqueous solution of aluminon was used t o detect Al^'*',Ga^,and 
2+ Be^ , and 0.1:4 alcohol ic a l i x a r i n red-51 solution was used for 
Tn?^ f t h ^ ^ t S n ^ ' ^ , and Mb®* spots. To detec t Zn^* 
and C r ^ a K alcohol ic diphenyl carbazide solution was used. 
Hi^ "^  and C o ^ spots were detected with 1*4 a lcohol ic dimethyl-
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Qlyoxirao solution, end » and Ui^^* were detected 
with 2!:^  aqueous potassium ferrocyanide solution. A alco-
hol ic solution of pyrogallol svas used t o dotect and 
no^'^.Pt^'^.Se^'*^, and Au^* spots v^ ar© detected with O.lfcl 
stannous chloride solution in 4r.t hydrochloric acid. Aqueous 
potassium ferricyanlde solution t«as used t o detec t Fe , and 
alcoholic chxoQiotropic acid solution was used to detect Tif'^ 
Preparation of S i l i c a Gel Plates 
The s lurry used was prepared by rnlxing the o i l i c a gel 
terith constant shaking for 5 pin i n conductivity water in the 
r a t i o of It 3. This s lurry m s used i m e d i a t e l y t o coat the 
clean glass plates «sfith the help of en applicator to give a 
layer of 0 .25 can thickness for qual i ta t ive studies and 0 .30 mm 
thicknees f o r quantitative studies. These plates were f i r s t 
dried at room tenperature and then in an e l e c t r i c a l l y control led 
oven a t 100 • for 2 hr f o r cootplete drying. They mre then 
stored in an oveh a t rooca temperature u n t i l used. 
ApproxiiMtely 3 of the t e s t solutions (0 . ita) were 
applied on each s i l i c a gel p la te by using a micropipette. The 
solvent was allowed to ascend 10 era from the starting; l ine on 
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the plat« in «11 After the developtoent was ovec.the 
plates were dried in an a i r oven and the cat ions were detected 
with the usual reagents. For the quantitative 8eparation»each 
metal ion was eluted with 0. ir^  su l fur ic acid from s i l i c a gel 
and determined spectrophotometrically. Oithizone (8 mg in 
100 ml chloroform) and a I ' j solution of sodium diethyldithio* 
caxt>aiBate were used as color reagents for the spectrophoto-
metric determination of Cd^ and Cu^"^,respectively!8,9). 
In order t o explain the E| values* electrophoresis 
studies were performed in a aaCl system using the Shandy 
Electrophoresis Apparatus (Shandon S c i e n t i f i c Company.London), 
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HE'TULTS A.jp DJ;.qCUSSI(:^ 
The chromatographic behavior of 47 mt&l ions was 
f i r s t studiod in a solut ion which was i.CM in r^aCl end 
30. > in acetone. The r e s u l t s are suintarised i n Table I . 
From t h i s study a nuciber of separations were found t o be 
possible* These were then stu^lied more thoroughly and 
the e f f e c t o f 'var ious f a c t o r s i^ as invest igated. 
Sepayat^py^ fff . Cd?:^  f m , and Qb^ ^ 
In order to f ind the optioaiD corM^itione f o r the 
separation of Cd^^ f roa Cu "^*", Zn^* .^ end Pb *^*", a systematic 
study m s lEsade of the various ic^ortant f a c t o r s as given 
below. 
e f f e c t of Cl* CQpcentyation(Pios. I I a , I b , a n d I c ) . 
The Cl* concentration was varied from 0. ITI MacU saturated 
r^acl. In a l l of these solut ions Cd has a high and i t can be 
sviparated f ro« using d i l u t e solut ions of 
sodium chloride. The best r e s u l t s are obtained with 0.33.1 :jaCl 
f o r G.ao;^ f o r Cu *^^ , and C. iOM for Pb "^^ . The hf values 
o f ^n^* and Pb^ "*^  increase as the chloride ion concentration 
increases u n t i l in the saturated solution these ions have 
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J A I * 
Chxomatogwphic B«havlor of 47 Metal lorn in 1.0M t4«Cl ami 
30^ Acatont. 
n* ( 0 . 0 0 ) A G * (O .CO-0 .96) (O.90.JL.00) 
( 0 . 0 0 . 0 . 8 4 ) ( 0 . 3 9 ) (0.0 .0,21) 
( 0 . 8 7 ) ( 0 . 0 - 0 , 9 2 ) 
( 0 . 9 0 ) ( 0 , 9 4 ) ( 0 ,0 - 0 . 8 0 ) 
( 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 8 ) ( 0 , 0 0 ) ( 0 . 0 - 0 . 8 8 ) 
( 0 . 0 . 0 . 8 3 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 , 8 3 ) Bl^* ( 0 , 0 . 0 . 8 7 ) 
( 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 3 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 , 4 9 ) ( 0 . 9 7 ) 
( 0 . 0 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 9 1 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 , 4 4 ) 
( 0 . 0 . 0 . 6 8 ) (O.C.0.40) ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 7 ) 
E U ^ * ( O . C - 0 , 4 2 ) G D ^ (O.G.0,40) T B ^ ( 0 , 0 - 0 . 4 0 ) 
D Y ' * ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 4 ) H O ^ ( C . C . 0 . 6 3 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 7 ) 
T M ^ * ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 8 ) (0 .C-0 .97 ) ( 0 . 0 0 ) 
Jl** ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 9 9 ) T H ^ * ( O . F . C . 2 2 ) ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 8 2 ) 
( 0 . 0 0 ) ( C . 9 3 ) Sb^ ( 0 . 0 . 0 . 8 7 ) 
( O . C ^ O . 7 8 ) T A ^ (0.fV.X.C0) ( 0 , 0 ) 
M O ' * ( 0 . 0 0 ) ( 0 . 0 0 ) 
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vAluas v«ry clo8« to that of Cd '^*'. How«v«r« because th« 
epott ax* oonpact* soparatlon i s t t i l l poss ib le , but the 
platss ax« dsfoxmed on drying* At a high CI* concentration 
Zn^* and Pb^ "*" form anionic cocoplaxes such as ZnCl^^ and 
while copper forms coiaplexes of low s t a b i l i t y t 
hence there i s no e f f e c t of CI* concentration on the Hf value 
04 
of Cu • I t i s interest ing to compare these resul t s with 
the work o f Kraus and f.loore(iO). in th is coi&parison i t laist be 
noted that we have studied concentrations from 0 . 0 to 2.0U 
in greater d e t a i l , 
Cd^ "** forms the strongest coiaplex, and in IM HCl i t i s 
completely in the anionic form, leading to laaxicsum adsorption 
at t h i s point. However, as the HCl concentration i s increased 
the chlorocoaplex i s unable to compete successful ly with the 
chloride ion, and there i s a decrease in the K^ value. In 
the present case the rainiaua Macl concentration used was O.OIM. 
This i s apparently able to complex most of the Cd^ *^  ions. 
Hence the of Cd^ *^  i s very large, As s i l i c a acts as a weak 
cat ion exchanger ( see the anionic chlorocomplex i s not 
adsorbed, thus leading to a high Hf. 
2B I ( * BUQiU A C D ^ ^ ^ m{S ni-O^jCd^*^ • 2m* ( I ) 
As the c r concentration reaches IM the coMplex formation i s 
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coiapl«te and th«r« i s no I n c m t * in Bf.Zn^'*' also 
form tho vory s t tb lo TxCX^* coii^>lex, but i t i s s l i 9 h t l y 
Isss s tabU than that of Cd '^*'. Kanco a t lowwr CI* concan-
trat iona tha K<j valua of Tj?^ i s siwllajt than that of Cd^^ 
I t haa been found that at low CI" eoncentxations tha R^  
valua of Z^^ i s scoallar than tha Rf value of Cd^*, making 
tlia Cd»Zn separation poasibla* 
According to K*aus(lO), Cu '^*' i « only s l i g h t l y adaorbad» 
even from m l , V.'» also found that the Rf of Cu^* i s low 
and unaffected by the Cl" concentration. 
According to Kraus(XO), cooiplax formation of Pb^* 
increases with an increase in chloride ion concentration 
unt i l i t reaches a maximua} at JuOU HCl. However, the preaent 
study shows that as CI* concentration increases the Bf 
increasaa unt i l i t bacomea a maxinuiB in aaturated Nacl 
solution. 
Thus i t i s apparent that TLC on s i l i c a gel ia laore 
a f fac t iva than anion exchange chromatography on Dowax I-XIO 
as i t i s possible to separata Cd^ **^  and Zn^ **^  by TLC but not 
by anion exchange chromatography, 
Sffffft Of thf A^^mon of Aoftont* 
Aa tha acetone concentration increases there i s a conai-
derabla decrease in the t a i l i n g of Pb^*, The 
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Cd^ **^  spot x«iMins conpact but th«r« i s a s l i g h t dsccsasa 
in th« Rf valus of Cd^^ Qs «««toR» concentjratioii i n c M s a s 
fxm 0 to 80r4 The Rf valuat of Zn^* and Cu^ "*" ramaln almost 
constant up to 80^ acatona concantration and than thara i s a 
sharp dacxaasa in valuas. In aeatona ( i * a * , CI* i s 
absent) tho Rf values of Cd "^^ , Cu^*, Zn^*, and Pb^ "*^  are «ero. 
24 2+ 
The best solvent for the separation of Cd frooi Zn ia found 
to be a solution m^ich i s 0,39M in sodiua chloride and 30fi in 
acetone . For Pb^ "^  and Cd^*- Od^ "*^  separations» 0»m Nacl 
(without acetone) and 0,5M NaCl In 20^S acetone are best . The 
resul ts are given In Flgs» I2a,IZb and l i e . 
gfjfefft fff Pfi * 
At a low pH ( i . e . , 1 .5 ) the Zn^ *^  and Cu^* spots are in 
the forn of f ine streaks. As the pK increases ( i . e. • I . d to 
6 .30 } the Rf values of Cu^ and Zn^* becone alsioat constant. 
There i s no e f f e c t of pH on the ft^ value of Cd^. The 
optisftw pH for the separation of Ckt^ * from Zn^* and of Cd^ "*" 
frosi Cu^ "^  i s 3 . 3 1 0 , 5 where the apota are coB«»aratively 
compact* 
At pH < 2 the apot of Pb^ "*^  a p l i t s into two subspotsi 
the lower one i s cosipact and the upper one i s In the form of 
a f i n e streak. Theae two spots are c l e a r l y separated fron each 
other. This behavior isay be due t o the fonsation of two 
so 
ehlosoco«pl«x*s of Pb^*, with on« b«lng «>»• stzongly 
adtorb«d than th* othor. 
Cu^ and Zn^* havt high Bg valuta a t low pH, Thia 
la baeauaa a t low pH a largt nuiabar of h"^  lena coeipata with 
Cu '^*' and Zti^ ^ lona for the exchanga sitaa and tha «qull i« 
brlun la ahiftad t o the l a f t C Bq . l ) . The xeaulta are given 
in Pigs, 2 l l l a . l l l b and l l l c . In the caae of C d ^ , the 
Rg la already very high, ao I t cannot Increaoe further. 
j f f g c t 
There la no e f f e c t of ionic strength on the Rf value 
of Cd^. The Cd '^*' apot resialna very ooiqpact as the ionic 
atrength li^creaaea from i to 6, The Rg of Zri^ '*' and Cu^ "*" 
decreaaea a l i g h t l y aa the ionic strength increaaea frora 2 to 
3 and then renaina conatant, but the Rg of Pb '^*' increaaea 
with the ionic atrength and then becomea conatant. The 
aeparation of Cd '^*' from Zn^*, Cu^*, and Pb^* la poaaible 
even a t higher ionic atrengtha, but the platea are deforawd 
on drying. The reaulta are given in Flga.3,IVa,2Vb and IVc. 
^pmm sifnx * 
The Rg value of Zn^^ increaaea abruptly as the concen* 
t ra t ion of the applied aolution becoowa greater than O.OIM, 
and i t becoaea conatant a f t e r 0.05M. Thua one cannot aeparate 
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I A P t p Ui 
Th« Quantltatlv* S#pt»»tlofi of Cd^* fxom «nd Pb^ "*^  
by Thifwtaytr Chromatography 
Amount of Cd '^*' Mmxmt of int9iff trr lng Araount of Cd '^*' P«rc«iit 
loaded (jyif) i»ot«l ions loaded (119) found (>19) arror 
337, CO 
1.70 
2 .70 
674.00 
2 ,70 
4 . 4 0 
674.00 
2 .70 
4 .40 
zn' 2* 
0,98 
2 .70 
2 .70 
1.00 
20.00 
4 .40 
Cu 2^ 
Pb 2* 
3.11 
1244.00 
4 .40 
330.00 
1.35 
2 .65 
670.00 
2.80 
4 .30 
670.00 
2 .65 
4 . 3 0 
•2.07 
•8.82 
- 1 . 8 5 
. 0 . 5 9 
•3.70 
•4.54 
- 0 . 5 9 
• 1.85 
- 2 . 2 7 
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F/G./ THE QUANTITATIVE SEPARATION OF Cd^^FROM 
Cu^^AND Pb^* UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
o R e p r e s e n t s Compact Spo t s . • Represents Toiling Spots with 
R L - R T < 4 A Represents Compact S p o t s with R L - R T > 4 
(cond. ) 
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Zt?^ 8 t a higher concentration O 2 ug) f«>• Cd '^^ . Th® 
applifld solut ion increaaes and aaparation i a poss ib le only 
yp t o 0 .15a o f Cu • A» the saaiple concentrations are 
increased there i s very l i t t l e e f f e c t on the Rf values of 
Pb^* and Cd *^^ . The separation of these metals i s possible 
up t o a 3* 013 concentration o f each eietal ion. 
Thus 2 , 7 0 to 337,00 juf of Cd can be separated from 
0,98 to 2 , 7 0 Jig o f 2 . 7 0 to 674. CO tfg of Cd^ "^  can be 
separated from 1.00 t o 20 .00 jug of Cu^ "^  and 3 . 1 1 to 1244.00 jug 
of The r e s u l t s are given in Figs.4,Va,Vb ,Vc and Vd. 
The SepagaUon of Cu^^ f r o a and Co^* t 
In order to find the c^tiimiia conditions f o r the 
sepsration of these sietal ions* a systetnatic study e^ as made 
o f the various important f a c t o r s . The behavior o f Cd '^*' and 
C u ^ has been discussed e a r l i e r . 
The Rf values of Ni '^*' and Co^* are almost independent 
of t ^ CI* concentration. In the saturated solut ion of sodiun 
chlor ide the Cu^ *** spot goes along that of Ni^^ and separation 
i s not possible . The separation of Cu^ "** from C o ^ i s poss ib le 
even in saturated solut ions of sodiun chlor ide , but the defoiv 
isation of p l a t e s takes place. The r e s u l l s are given in Figs.S» 
Via and VIb. 
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I t i s d i f f i c u l t to explain «fhy Cu^ *^  has a lower H^  
then do and Co^ "*^ , Cu^*, nt^*, end co^* hava almost 
tha aaiBa alectxonogativity. Their hydrated r a d i i ara a l s o 
the same* as shown in Table XI2. 
According to Kraus and tiooredO), Cu "^*", end 
Co^ "^  in 2f4 KCl do not forra any ehlorocooplex and hence 
t h e i r Rf should be low. But Ni^ '*' and Co^ "*^  have high Hf 
values while Cu^ "*" has a low Rf value. 
I t appears that NiCl behaves d i f f e r e n t l y than HCl. 
I t i s possible that when the pH of the solution i s 
copper i s hydrolysed and precipi tated as C U ( 0 H } 2 » Howevert 
Hi^* and Go^ "^  are precipi tated a t pH 8 and hence they are 
s t i l l in the form of ions* Since the NaCl concentration i s 
high, the Ma'*' ions compete with the Ni^ '*' and Co^* ions and 
hence these ions have high Ef values. 
The R^ values of Cu®*, Ni^*, and Co^* decrease as the 
acetone concentration increases. In lOOf^  acetone ( i . e. • CI* 
absent) the Rf values of these mstal ions are zero. The 
optinua solvents for the separation of Cu^* from Mi^ "*" and 
Co "^*' are 0.20M Nacl in ^0% acetone and 0.50M NaCl in 50^ 
acetone,respectively. The resul ts are given in F igs .S .VIIa 
and Vllb. 
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Ttit spot of i s In th© fom of a str#ak at pH 
JU4S t o 2»C0, Th» % vsluo of Cy^ "*^  decreases as the p« 
ific»ea6©», feut th« Bf values of m^* and Co^ "*^  a*© not 
a f fected tlijroughout t h i s pH The optitmia pH l o r the 
separation of Cv!^ * from H i ^ and Co®* I s 4 . 0 1 The 
resu l t s are shown in Pig8 ,5 ,\ni la and VlJ Ib . The Rf values 
of Ni^* and Co^* cannot be increased further a t low f^ 
because they are already hiQh. 
g C t e i fli sljCjiiM,!!! < 
There we© l i t t l e e f f e c t on the Rf values of 
and Co^*. Separation i s possible even a t higher ionie 
strength ( i « e . &.40) but the plates are deformed on drying. 
The resu l t s are shoMn in Fi9S.6»IXa and IXb. 
The value of Cu '^*' increases and those of Mi^ "*" and 
Co^* decrease at the concentration of metal ions increases. 
At higher concentrations of metal ions*the spot of Cu '^^ 'eooves 
with the spots of Ni^* and Co^ "*^ . Thus 5 .00 to 20,00i»g of 
Cu^* can be separated from 1.00 to 3 6 a 00 jug of Hl^*, and 9 
to 19.06 iig of Cu '^*' can be separated frost 1 .00 to 130.00 jug 
of Co '^*'* The r e s u l t s are given in Figs.6,xa«xb,xc,and Table ZV* 
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I jV B L ^ > m * 
Hlectxrontgativity,Hydratt€i Ionic Badii in Aqu«ou8 Solution « t 
25®c(a® in A®) of ions, and FavosebU pH Val»i©» a t miich 
Certain Ion« Begin to ^^acipitate aa Hydaroua Qxidaa. 
Matal 
iona 
ElectronegativityC i i ) 
Hydrat«d(12} 
ionic r a d i i pH (13) 
Ag* L42 1.2& 9 
1 .46 2 , 9 0 0 
Ni®^ i,n 3. CO 8 
1 ,70 3 .00 8 
Zn^^ i . 6 6 3 ,00 6 
Cu^ 1,73 3. CO 6 
1,64 3. CO m 
Hg^ ^ 1,44 2 ,50 m 
2 . 2 5 m 
B i ^ 1.67 » 
The q u a n t l t a t i w S®p8*atloii of Cu^ "^  from Ni '^^ .Co^"^, and Cd^ "^  
Amount of Cu^ "*" Amount of Intorforr lng Amount of Cu^ '*^  Percent 
loaded (jig) aietal lon»(iig) founding) erxox 
20,00 1.00 a0 ,50 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0 ,00 
5 .00 180.00 a. 00 0 .00 
3 .00 360.00 3 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
CO^^ 
19.06 1 .00 20 .00 44 .93 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0 .00 
9 .00 18.00 S. 00 0 .00 
S .00 180.00 5 . 2 0 44 .00 
Cd^^ 
20.00 2. CO 19.00 . 5 . 0 0 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0 .00 
9 .00 168.00 9 . 0 0 0 .00 
9 .00 6t4.C0 4 . 8 9 - 3 . 0 0 
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C H A P T f i R w I l I 
Ih in - layer Chroroatoarephv of Hotal lonst Tho quontltotlve 
sepBrations of from rJl^^ and Co^* and of Hq^ "*^  fyoia 
cm?!« PP^^'i /n^f 
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Thla ChepteT deols t^ith the quantitat ive separations 
of Fe^^ froia Ni^ "^  and Co^ "*' and of Hg^ ^ from Cu^^, Zt?^ 
Ag'*^ , and Bi?*^ Simple M^l solutions of varioue concentrations 
have been usod and the e f f e c t of adding acetone to the 
various NaCl aolutiorvs has been studied. The reeul ts obtained 
are given belowt 
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Af>r>aratug t ^um ae used in previous chapter . • 
l^eaqenta s S i l i c a gol G (E« f.:erck), CedoiuD n i t r a t e 
(aade in Poland), Zinc sulphate (B,D«H.}, cobal t oulphate 
(Sarabhai Chemicals, India) lead n i t r a t e ( 3 . D . K . ) , 
Nickel oulphat9(B.O,H»), Mercuric n i t r a t e (B.D.H.) , blsoiuth 
n i t r a t e (E iD.K, } , a i l v e r n i t r a t e (&,0*H,) , oodium chloride 
(B,D, H. ) . dithizone (E.D.H,) , l,iO^phononthrolin0 (nsdo i n 
Germany). Al l other reagents^ere of Analaa grade. 
Teot ^ l u t i o ^ s i Tho oolutiono {0 . ItJ) &S n i t ro toc of Hg "^^ , 
Pb '^®', Ag"*" and Bi^ "*" and oulphateo of Cu^ "®", i.t?'^, 
and Co^ "^  mxQ used f o r t h e i r aeparotiono. 
Petectiof^ » Hg^ "*", i^ b^ ,^ Cu "^*", Ag^ and 131 uoro dotoctod 
with yellotir aroaoniuE oulphide solution. To detec t Zs?^' a i f ' 
alcohol ic diphenyl carbazide solution was used. Mi^ '^  end Co^"'' 
©pots were detected with I'.i a lcohol ic dimethylglyoxirae 
solution. Aqueous potassium ferr icyanide solution was used 
t o detect Fe^*. 
Preparation of f^ilica gel plates t The procedure f o r the 
preparation of s i l i c a gel plates was the saoe as given in 
previous chapter, and the platos vi>ere dried a t lCO% f o r 
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2 hrs ami th® r a t i o of olxifig the s i l i c a 9 0 ! G end ^ater 
ie 1)3. 
"^rocftdore 3 f i l l tho oxporimentel conditions x-mm the samo 
ao in tho previous chapter* In quantitetivo oeporations 
each iBotal ion mn olyted with 0«05 r.l9l dm*^  oulphuric acid 
from s i l i c a 9 0 ! and deteriDinod spoctrophotomotrically. 1 ,10-
phenanthrolino ami dithisone (8 mg. in ICO ml chlorofona) 
war© U0®d 00 color roagonts f o r the apoctrophotomotric 
dotorrainatione of F©^ "^  omJ Hg^ ^ roGpoctiv@ly( 1, 2), Tho 
thicknooe of o i l i c a gol loyor was 0 .93 isa f o r quol i tot ivo 
and 0.& nm for quentitotivo ooporotions of notal ions ae 
doocribod in chapter IX, Approacioately 3 jul of toot 
oolytions (0, liii) ^as applied to oach s i l i c a gel plato for 
tho separation of cBtal ions. 
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The ooReroUoCT of fiem eod md »f Kq^^ 
fyoi^ C^?*, /.yi^ -*-,, ftq'^ and n ^ ^ s - In oxdor to find 
the optimuQ) conditions for tho soparation of these motel 
ions a systoisBtic study mn nmd® of tho various icuportant 
factor© as ©ivon boles^t 
^f foct of Cl* concentretiont Thore io very l i t t l e 
0 f f 0 c t of the chloride ion concontrotion on the a f value 
of F©^, Wi '^^ , Co "^^ , Cu^ "^  and Hg^ "^ . As tho Cl" concentration 
incroaooo tho Rf values of Zn®"^  ond Pb^^ incroaeo. C o ( I l ) 
halidos in the jpkreoonco of estcoso halide iono e x i s t in the 
f o m of CoX]J* and thorofore Co^ "^  hoo a high R^ value. The 
Mi(ix) halide cc^iiploKee a « j not properly charoctoriood but 
they nsay aloo fona cornplexes s i n i l a r t o C o ( l l ) . Tho F e ( l l ) 
ion does not form a s table chlorocon|>lex and has a lo?i3» 
ilf value* 
Hg e x i s t s almost exclusively as H ^ l ^ which shosvs 
the covalant character in extreme hence i t has a hioh iif 
value 
approximately equal to I . 
At high c r concentration and Pb^ *®" foitn anionic 
conplexas such as i'.nclj" and PbCl^J" • ^ l i l e Cu^ "*^  forms complexes 
of low s t a b i l i t y hence there i s no e f f e c t of Cl" concentration 
on the iif value of Cu "^^ . 
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kg^ ion gives at c l " concentxatione ( X. C l^)» 
compact spots with Af values aloost t o aero* This i e 
due t o the prec ipi tat ion o f hg^ as AgCl. At higher CI* 
concentration other coi!$>Iexes are fomed and the Ag*^  spot 
begins t o t a i l . I t i s concentrated a t the bottom ( a ^ I ) and 
a t the top ( A g c i p . The B i ^ h a s zero Hf values at a l i the 
r4acl concentrations o^ng to the hydrolysis. There i s a 
s l i g h t increase in Rf in the saturated soluti€»n probably 
duo to the foawsation of chloro*complexes such as BiCl^, The 
opticmra chloride ion concentration for the &operation of 
- - - Hg^ ^ - Hg^ ^ - - Bi^^ was 
0,4^1 and f o r F®^ "^  — Co^ '®', Hg^ *^  — Cu^^ was i.Cn M^l , 0. itl 
MO I solution ii?as sui table for th© ooparation of Hg^ "^  frcKu 
Zn^ "^ . Th® results are sho^m in f i g s . ? l a , 2 b , ^ l l a . v i b . v i c 
and 12 Kla.KIb. 
( i i ) p t »- tliQ acetone 
concentration increases there i s a decrease in the uf value 
of r^i^, ro *^^  and Hg^ "^ , .-lOwever, th© % values of Fe^" ,^ 
Cu^*, zr!^*, Ag* and a i ^ almost remain constant, h 
s l i g h t decrease i s probably due to the decrease in d i e l e c t r i c 
constant. In the case of — fe^'*' system there i s a 
s l i g h t e r r a t i c behaviour shown by Fe^ *** «^ich needs further 
study. The best solvent was found t o be 0.4M Nacl in 10;', 
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ac0ton« f o r — l,OMiaCl In 10;1 acetone for 
F©^'*'— Co "^^ , JUOK NaCl in 40^ acetone f o r H^^ ^ — Cu^^, 
0. Macl for Hg "^^ — Zn^*, and 0.2^4 riacl in 20;^ acetone 
f o r Hg^ "*" — Pb^*, 0. m NaCl i n 40:5 acetone f o r Hg^^— 
end 0.4fi {4aCl for Hg^ '^  Bi^^ ©oparations respect ively. 
The resul ts ere ^ivon in f i g s . ? 2l8^XIb;9VIl8,VZIb*VIIc 
and 12 X l l e .XI Ib . 
( i i i ) E f f e c t of Of it The ri^ l e f f e c t ie cuistnarizod in f i g s . T I l l o , 
l l l b i 10 V i n o , V I I I b , V I I I c and 12 x i n a , K I I 2 b , 
Tho intoroBting feature i s that Hg give© a double 
spot at loisfer i:^ values. This cBy be due to the formation of 
a nm opeciee v^hich i s dif foront froo Hgcij and gives r ioe 
t o the spot eflth a higher Rf. Fe^^ and Di^^ 
have high i^f values a t low pH and t h e i r spots are in the 
foxm of a contact streak. This i e because a t low p!^  values 
there i s a large number of h"*" ions which compete vjith Cu "^'' 
ions for the exchange s i t e s and the equilibrium, 
Gi-m) oCu^* mCff • (l) 
i s sh i f ted to the l e f t . At low pH Fe^* i s not hycirolysed, 
so i t has a high fif. hQ* and Pb^ "^  are strongly adsorbed by 
the matrix, so th« Hf values of Ag"*" and are not e f fected 
at any pH value. The Hf values of and Co^ "*^  are also not 
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ef fec ted s i g n i f i c a n t l y by pH, Tho optlinura f^ ^ for th© 
separation of Fe^" — Go^^, Hg^ ^ — Cu^ "*^ , 
ng^* ^ Hg^ ^ - ^ ^ and HgS'^-Si^^ 
i s 4. 0 4 0 . 5 . 
( i v ) Ef fec t o f ionic strengthii There i s very l i t t l e 
e f f e c t of the ionic strength on the Rf values and good 
separations are possible at a l l ionic strengths. At higher 
ionic strength there i@ ® deforrsation of plates on drying 
and good eeparationa i^ithout deformation can be obtained 
upto an ionic strength of 4 .0 , Tho resul ts arc shov/n in 
f i g s . a IVa.IVbi 11 IKa, ixb , IXc and 13 xlVa.KlVb} 
(v) Loading e f f e c t » The loading e f f e c t i s Duniaorioed 
in f i g s . 8 Va.Vbj 11 Ka,Kb,Kc, and 13 XVa.rn'b. A nuober of 
Interest ing conclusions can be dra«»n from a study of those 
f igures . 
(a ) low sample concentrations the hf iu taaxicsuo for 
rii^^ Co^ *^  and Hg^ "^ . 
(b) There i s vexy l i t t l e e f i e c t of loading on th© jrijp value 
of Ct?* and Hg^*. 
( c ) At high loading there i s an increate in the tif value 
in a l l other cases due to an increased t a i l i n g . J i f f e r e n t 
amountt of Fe '^*'and Hg^ "* were quanti tat ively separated from 
inter fer ing metal ions. The resul ts are given in t a b l e * ^ 
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yfvSLg y 
uuantitativo separation of Fe^ '^ frooi and Co^ "^  and of 
Hg^* from Cu^*, Zn^*, ©nd Bl®^ by Thin Layer 
Chroisatography. 
Amount of F® Amunt of inte3>-
ferr ing laetal ions 
and Hg loaded 
(jug) 
Atmunt of 
found (jog) 
Percent 
error 
Fe^^ 
85 .0 
8 . 3 
8 . 5 
17.0 
8 . 5 
B.Q 
1,200,00 
3. CO 
6,00 
1,200,00 
3. CO 
6, CO 
0 , 9 
95 .0 
8 . 5 
Co^^ 
0 .9 
36.0 
8 . 5 
Cu^^ 
1.C0 
2C0, CO 
6. CO 
0.98 
19.60 
6. CO 
84.5 
8 . 8 
8 . 3 
16,5 
8 . 3 
8 . 1 
1,130.CO 
3 .05 
5 .95 
1,130.CO 
2 .90 
5 .90 
. 0 . 5 8 
•3.529 
- 2 . 3 5 
- 2 . 9 4 
- 2 . 3 5 
- 4 . 7 0 
-1.66 
4-1. 6 6 
- 0 . 8 3 
- 5 . 8 3 
- 3 . 3 3 
-1.66 
(Contd. } 
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600. CO 
3 .00 
6,00 
i,2C0,C0 
3. CO 
6.00 
1,200.00 
3.00 
6,00 
3. il 
1,244 .00 
6. CO 
1.61 
161.80 
6.00 
3 .13 
627.00 
6.00 
619. CO 
3 .19 
3 .90 
1,230. CO 
2 .90 
5 .90 
1190.09 
3 .09 
5 .99 
'^2.90 
49.00 
- 1 . 6 6 
-^2.90 
- 3 . 3 3 
-1.66 
. 0 . 0 3 
• 1.66 
- 0 . 8 3 
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(Contd.) 
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1.0 2 . 0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6 . 0 6 5 
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I V b 
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F/G.9 THE QUANTITATIVE SEPARATION 0 F H g^^ROM Cu^t 
Zn^^'AND Pb^^ UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS 
( S E E F I G U R E 1 F O R K E Y TO S Y M B O L S ) 
(Contd.) 
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CK 
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H ^ F fi, p g 
Furman, Standards Uethods of Cheraical Analyois 
(Van rJostrend Press, iJevs? York 1962), p. 553. 
2. 2, & GandoXl, "Coioric^tric Dotorolnation of Tracos 
of Petals,"Interocienc©, York, (1959), p.629. 
A simple n^thod fog the di&ftolutlon of tamtBlum f>entoxid«. 
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i^firn PP u c , T I on 
Tantalum pentoxida i s d i f f i c u l t t o dissolve i f one 
utoa the methoda given in the l i t e r a t u r e Aa the 
syntheaia of the vaxioua tantaluis s a l t s dependa on the 
pr ior dissolution of tantalum pentoxide, a siisple loethod 
f o r the dissolut ion of t h i s oxide i s essent ia l and th is 
i s described in the present chapter. 
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Rttftaanta t S a l t s of )>ot«asium and sodluia, tantalum 
pentoxida and su l fur i c acid mxe of B.D.H. (Analaa) or 
aD«H,(t.»B.) grade* Borax t etamoniuoi s u l f a t e • arofooniuio 
ciolybdata and sodium isolybdet® were of S*f4erck, India, 
Tar tar i c acid and fodiun s u l f i t e mre oi Ptiz&x Ltd*» 
Bombay, India* 
Apparatiisi Heal E l e c t r i c Furnace (Heal S c i e n t i f i c 
Corporation* Calcutta* India) t o maintain the required 
t e ^ e r a t u r a platinuoi cxucible to fuse the fusin9 oixtuxe* 
• t This method 
was developed by Qureshi and Sharoia(7} to dissolve ( a A * a . C . » 
India) tantalum pentoxide but on r e p i t i t i o n by the author 
i t was found that not raore than 500 mg of high purity 
tantalua pentoxide can be dissolved i n 40 ml of hot 
concentrsted su l fur ic acid containing 80 g of ammoniuia 
su l fa te . The method i s t i n e consuming as continuous heating 
f o r 6 hr i s required. The amount of high purity ( A O . H * ) 
tantalum pentoxide that can be dissolved i s coa^aratively 
small ie* approtcimately 5C0 rag. The method i s useful when 
less pure {aA.H.C*» India) tantalum pentoxide i s t o be 
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dl88olv«d* In tha t eas* 72 g can be aas l ly dlstolvad i n 
100 oil, eonc«ntrat«d su l fur i c acid containing 200 g 
amrooniun s u l f a t e , as raported e a r l i « r ( 7 ) . 
of a nai^  ditsoXution t 
The fusion of tantalum pentoxid@ with a l k a l i loetal 
hydrogen sul fa te ox pyrosulfate(d} and the dissolut ion 
of tha melt i n concentrated sul fur ic acid or t a r t a r i c acid 
solution has been found t o be d i f f i c u l t . In an attempt to 
develop a b e t t e r method o f dissolution* the tantalum 
pentoxide of high purity } was fused with 
4K2O • (NH^igSO^t Nagfe'ioO .^aH^O. and KgCog^ mo^* 
ond the iselt »as dissolved i n concentrated su l fur ic acid 
and t a r t a r i c acid solution* I t waa found that only the 
sielt obtained by the fusion of tantalun pentoxide with the 
potassiuiB n i t r a t e potasciua carbonate mixture gave a c l e a r 
solution in hot concentrated s u l f u r i c acid. The follovdng 
procedure was therefore developed. 
Procedure i An intimate mixture of well powdered Ta20^(ig) , 
KNO^  (2*5 g) and 1^2003(2.5 g) in a la ml platinum crucib le 
i s heated in a furnace at 7 4 0 . 7 6 0 ^ for 15 min. I f the 
temperature i s too high, e g . , d40*'c, the cooled melt i s 
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insolubl* i n coneentrat^d sul fur ic aeidt th« tanpaaratux* 
eontxoi i « thorefora iii){>ortant. Tha cold malt i a txanafazrad 
to a l>oro8ilicata Qlaaa btakay with not mora than 25 ml 
of concontratad aul fur ic acid and the contents of tha baakar 
ara heatad on an o l a c t r i c heatar f o r 30 coin. During thia 
traatmant bro«»n fumas are evolved* fadth vigorous affervascanca. 
Tha cold malt i a insoluble in 20^ t a r t a r i c acid oolution, 
so i f a t a r t a r i c acid aolution i s desired then the sulphuric 
solution i s evaporated to dryness and the residue dissolved 
in 20^ t a r t a r i c acid solution. I f the c l e a r solution 
obtained in sulphuric acid i s heated f o r Ihr more« i t becooes 
turbid. I f the melt ia l e f t in the open a i r a t room 
temperature f o r a day i t becomes insoluble in hot concentrated 
sulphuric acid. 
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HESlfLTS ArB DlSCUSSIOj 
Simple and reproducible methods have been developed 
f o r the dissolut ion of tantalum pentoxide in su l fur ic acid 
and t a r t a r i c acid laedia. The published procedures ( l«d} 
did not lead to a c l e a r solution of tantalum pentoxide i n 
these media. The sul fur ic acid solution of tantalum 
pentoxide obtained by the new ntethod does not become turbid 
even a f t e r hundred fold di lut ion. 
The Chemistry of dissolut ion of tantalum pentoxide 
by the new procedure appears t o be co i^l icated. However* 
the following points emerges The sodium s a l t s of tantalatea 
are in general much less soluble than the potassium s a l t s ( 9 ) * 
Therefore i t ia b e t t e r to talce potassium carbonate and 
potassium n i t r a t e in the fusion mixture, ilhen the 
anhydrous pentoxide i s fused with a l k a l i metal carbonate 
the tanta la te i s formed. Four compounds are ident i f i ed i n 
the phase diagram of potassium t a n t a l a t e K2Co3«Ta2G^> 
f i g . i4 ( lO) . The coiapound at the lowest temperature i e . 
1330^C contains the smallest percentage of t a 2 % and has the 
formula 3K2aTa2C^. However, owing to the addition of mo^ 
the fusion temperature ia lowered and the same malt i s formed 
in 
O 
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at 740^C. Thi« substdtict ©ati iy dissolve* i n su l fur ic 
acid t o 9ivo the soluble eul fato cocplex reposed in the 
U t e s a t u r e ( U ) . Hoti^ ever when t h i s eutotanee i s dissolved 
in t a r t a r i c acid hydrolysis occurs and dissolut ion does 
not occur. Therefore i t i s necessary t o t r e a t th i s 
cocpound with su l fur ic acid to convert i t in to the soluble 
aui fato coisplex before dissolut ion in t a r t a r i c acid occurs* 
I t i s necessary to rea®ve excess su l fur i c acid by hot 
fueling because in the presence of excess su l fur i c ©cid 
t a r t a r i c acid « d l l give a lm»er concentration of t a r t a r a t e 
ions $^ich i s the couplexing species* 
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C H A P T E R » VI 
T^e svnthesiB a^d ion-Q»chanqe properties of a 
potaeel^m and ai^laettve tantalummnostatei 
Yha separation of K*fxom Zn^*from cd^^and 
of TA^ *^  and Th^^fron nutnarous matal jons. 
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ft QP MP X i,Qji 
Synthetic inorganic ion exchangea^ hava racently 
attained eonsidacable importanoein ana ly t i ca l checiistry. 
Theaa Goatezials are very s e l e c t i v e and r e s i s t a n t to heat 
and radiations. The s e l e c t i v i t y of the exchanger depends 
on i t s c o c ^ e i t i o n * the method of i t s preparation and the 
eltient cosposition. Numerous e f f o r t s have been made to 
explain the s e l e c t i v i t y of inorganic ion exchangers f o r 
cer ta in metal ions. C l e a r f i e l d ( i ) showed that in the case 
of zirconiuis phosphate those ions are preferred by the 
exchanger i^ich have a lot»er ionic radius. Pekarek(2) 
showed that f o r some of the multivalent ionsie . U '^^ .Th '^*', 
precipitation i s the niechaniSBi which deteriaines the 
s e l e c t i v i t y . However, with our present knowledge i t i s 
not possible to predict the s e l e c t i v i t y of a new ion 
«ixchanger. I t i s therefore ins t ruct ive to synthesize new 
materials and to study t h e i r s e l e c t i v i t y . Thus i t has been 
reported that niobium antiB»nate(3) s e l e c t i v e l y elutes Mg^*, 
titanium vanadate(4) Sr^"*", titanium s e l e n i t e ( 5 ) Cd '^*', t i n 
arsenate(6 ,7) f ^ * and t inferrocyanide(8} a l k a l i and alkal ine 
earth metal ions. 
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A few studies have been reported on tantalua arsenate 
and tantalun antimonate but no ivork has been done on tantaluia 
tungstate* Hence i t was decided to study the synthesis and 
ion exchange properties of tantalum tungstate. As the work 
on tantalum tungstate was in progress some studies on thermo-
dynan^cs end kinet ics of ion exchange on th is material were 
publi8hed(9). However no studies on the analyt ical u t i l i t y 
of th i s material have been reported. Zt was 
therefore decided to synthesize th is notor ia l and t o study 
i t s separation potential with respect to Ti^^, Th "^*", F© *^'", 
K*^  and Ag*. 
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O P fi T A L 
REAGENTt Tantalum pentoxide, sodiuntungstate and oineral 
acid® of a o . K . (AnalaR) grad9. Hydrofluoric acid 38 
to of E,Merck* Gezmsny, Arsenic oxide and arnmoniucs 
molybdate mxe of S.f::erek, 2ndis« Tartar ic acid and potassiuo) 
thiocyanate m r e of Pf iaer Ltd. Bombay, Salta of a l l 
other ae ta l ions w r® of bdh. (AnalaR) grade. 
AFPARATUSi Bl ico pH o«?ter LI-10, Bausch and Lomb 
Spectsonic 20 Colorimeter, Stanton Thermobalence.llorelco 
phil ips Electronic Instrument F4ount Vernon iUem York) and 
HILGER AND mTTS H-800 (England) Infrared spectrophotomoter 
were used f o r pH a e t r i c , apectrophotoiaetrictthermogravliiietric, 
X»ray and IR studies respectively* 
laROCgDUR^ i 
I. Synthesis of TantaXuro Hydroxide? Tantaluia pentoxide 
was d i f f i c u l t to dissolve. The c l a s s i c a l procedure of fusion 
with did not give c l e a r solutions in a reproducible 
manner. Hence a new procedure was devised for i t s dissolut ion. 
Following this procedure(lO) lO gms. tantalum pentoxide was 
dissolved in &00 ml. concentrated sul fur ic acid and diluted 
to 5 l i t r e s with d i s t i l l e d water. 30 ml. of concentrated 
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n i t r i c acid add«d and the solutiofi was bollad fox 
two hours. The preelf^itete so obtained was aJliowed to 
stand f o r 24 hours a t room tenperature. I t was washed 
several times by decantation with d i s t i l l e d water. The 
prec ipi ta te was f i l t e r e d o f f , washed again with d i s t i l l e d 
water to to reiaove t races of acid and dried a t The 
dried product was immersed in water and i t broke down to 
small p a r t i c l e s . These par t i c l es were refluxed for 
24 hours in m HN03, f i l t e r e d , washed with d i s t i l l e d water 
and dried again at 60''c, 
2. Synthesis of Tantalum Tungstate t 
To synthesixe tantalum tungstate. the washed,fi l tered 
and wet prec ipi ta te of tantalum hydroxide obtained by the 
above procedure was dissolved in 20 ml hydrofluoric acid. 
Tantalum solution was added to dOO ml of aqueous C.2N 
sodium tungstate aoluti<ui and the t o t a l volume was made 
upto & l i t r e s with d i s t i l l e d water. Concentrated n i t r i c acid 
(90 ml) was now added and the contents were boiled for 
2 hours. The prec ipi tate so obtained %«as washed by decan* 
ta t ion with d i s t i l l e d water, f i l t e r e d , washed again with 
d i s t i l l e d water and dried at 60^C. The dried exchanger was 
ifumersed in water and I t broke down t o small p a r t i c l e s . 
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The washod and dried exchanger was refluxed tdth 4M HNO^  
for 24 hours, washed with d i s t i l l e d water and dried again 
a t 60^C. The material was now sui table for ion exchange 
studies. 
Detertaination of ^on Exchange Capacity $ Cation exchange 
capacity of tantalum hydroxide was determined by passing 
100 ml of aqueous IM KCl solution through a column containing 
0 . 3 exchanger. For the determination of anion exchange 
capacity iOO ml of IM HCl was passed through a s imi lar column 
containing 0 . 3 gm of the exchanger in the su l fa te form. The 
s u l f a t e ion concentration was determined in the eluent 
volumetrical ly(Xl) . The cation and anion exchange capaci t ies 
were found to be 0 ,36 and 0 ,88 maq/gm respect ively. The 
cation exchange capacity of tantalum tungstate in the H'*' form 
as determined by the above procedure was found t o be 0.84 
raeq/9« for k"*. Tests f o r SO^"", CI" and NO3" in tantalum 
tungstate in the H^  form were negative. 
Chemical Composition t Tantalum tungstate ( l gm) was 
fused and brought into solution by the procedure used for the 
dissolution of tantalum pentoxide(10). Tantalum and tungsten 
were determined gravimetr i ca l lydS) and spectrophotometrically(13) 
respectively. 
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Chemical. S t a b i l i t y i Tantalym hyetroxide ( 0 . 5 91s} was 
t r e a t f d with 100 a l of M m i , 2.8M HNO^  and IM H S^O^ 
sepaxately in a 250 ml conical f lask f o r 24 hrs a t room 
tea^eratuxa* Ths tantalum was datextoined as above and i t 
was found t o be absent in a l l these acids. S imi lar ly , 
tantalum tun^state was treated with the above acids and i t 
was foumi to be t o t a l l y insoluble. 
6 . PH T i t ra t ions f pH t i t r a t i o n s for the tentelum 
hydroxide and tantalum tungstate samples were performedC14) 
in the KCl-KCM system and the resu l t s are given in Figs. 15 
and 16. In this system the amount of dissolved tantalum 
and tungsten was detextained as above and the resul t s are 
given in f igure 17. 
Distribution c o e f f i c i e n t s 1 For the determination of 
Kd values the equation given below was used. The loading of 
cat ions or anions was less than of the ion exchange 
capacity of the exchanger used. Tungsten! 13) ,l .^olybdenum( 15 ) , 
ar8enic (16) , uraniumd?) and titanium(13) were determined 
spectrophotometrically. Other cations were determined by 
EDTA t i t r a t i o n s ! 1 9 ) . 
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Wher« F i s th« absorbance or the volun* of O.OOlM-EDtA 
consumed by the or ig inal solution and I i t the absorbance 
or the volume of 0*001I&»EDTA consumed a f t e r equilibrium. 
Kd values of tungstate/molybdate^and arsenate ions in 
d i s t i l l e d water on tantalum hydroxide were found to be 
152.77, 450, and 750 respect ively. The Kd values of Cu "^^ , 
Ni^ **^ , Co "^^ , and Th^* in 0. IM HNO3 
and d i s t i l l e d water on tantalum hydroxide were tounA to be 
aero. Kd values of Ti^"*", Th "^*", Cu^*, Ni^ " ,^ Co "^^ , UC^ '^^ .VC?"^  
and Fe^ "*" in O.IK HNC^  and d i s t i l l e d water and tln^*, 
Ba2% Ca2\ zt?\ Cd2^Hg2^pb2^Ag^r4a^K^Al3^,Cr^^ 
and iP^ a t d i f f e r e n t pH values on tantalum tungstate In the 
form, are given in f i g s . 18,19,and 20. 
Separations ) Separations were achieved in a pyrex 
glass column ( i . d . 6 mm) containing the exchanger in the H**" 
form. The rate of flow of the eluent was 6 to 8 drops/ 
minute* The e f f luent so obtained was recycled through the 
column so that a complete adsorption of the reta ining cat ion 
can be achieved. Detai ls of the separation and resul ts are 
given in table lS . The maximum amounts of Zn^* 
and K'*' which can be retained by one gm of tantalum tungstate 
in the column i s 60,987 , 326 and 200 )ig respect ively. Hlution 
curves for the separation of Na"*^  from k"*^  are giv#n in Fig. 21. 
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Th« separation o f Ti^ "*^  and Th '^*' from numtrous matal lont 
a r t baaod on th® strong sorption of Tl^'*' and Th^ "*^  from 
solutions by tantalum tungstate. Ti^'*' was elutod from the 
column by 2M HNO^ * 
of,, < oxder to 
elucidate the sorption mechanism on tantalum tungstate 
columns the following experii^nts were performed. 
( i ) sodium tungstate solution added to the solutions 
of metal ions and the f i n a l pH determined. Prec ipi ta tes were 
obtained in the case of 
and Th^* solutions. The f i n a l pH 
was found t o be 6-7 for and UO^ "^*^ , 7 -8 
f o r n f ? \ Ba2\ S r 2 ^ 
Na* and K*^ . 
The f i n a l pH of Ti^*, Th^* and soluUons was 2 , 5 and 
3 respectively. 
( i i ) 0.IM HNO3 was added to the prec ipi ta tes obtained. I t 
was found that the blue prec ip i ta te obtained from cofiper 
turned to yellow, l^ hen the yellow prec ip i ta te was f i l t e r e d 
the solution gave a posit ive t e s t for copper but no posi t ive 
t e s t f o r copper was obtained in the prec ip i ta te . The brown 
and green prec ipi tates were obtained in the case of Fe '^*' 
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and Cr^* respect ively. The prec ipi ta t ion of P e ^ and Cr^ "*^  
behaved s imi lar to the copper prec ip i ta te I . e . they turned 
yellow and the f i l t r a t e gave a posi t ive t e s t for Fa and 
Cr®* while F e ^ and C r ^ were absent in the prec ipi ta te . The 
prec ipi tates obtained in the case of Th^ "*" and Ti^ "*" did not 
dissolve in 0. l^ i HNO3 and a posi t ive t ea t of Ti^ **^  or Th^ "*^  
was not obtained In the f i l t r a t e . In the prec ip i ta te 
posi t ive t e s t s for Ti^ "*" or Th^ "*^  were obtained, 
( l i i ) The pH of the cation solutions was adjusted to 1 with 
0. m and then 0. XM sodium tungstate solution was added. 
Only Th^*. Ba^ "*^ , Pb^ "*^  and Y^ "*^  gave a white prec ip i ta te while 
Cr^^ gave a green prec ip i ta te . The sodium tungstate solution 
was added to that of titanium also ( i t s pH was not adjusted 
with 0.IM HNO3 as i t was already below 1) and a white 
prec ip i ta te was obtained. This prec ip i ta te behaved l ike 
that of Th^ "^  i . e . the f i l t r a t e did not give any t e s t for Ti^f 
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I^ S^ULTS AND DiaCUSSION 
Th«r* ar« 3 uniqu« features which distinguish the 
material under study from a l l such materialst 
( 1 ) I t i s highly s e l e c t i v e f o r K* ions and i t i s p o s s i t U 
t o separate Na"** and K*** ions in the r a t i o s of It 100 and 
iOOii. I t s high s e l e c t i v i t y for K* ions i s apparent from 
f i g . 2 2 ( where the separation factors for K'^ -Na'^  pair has 
been plotted for some ion exchange materials . ( 2 ) I t s 
se lec t ive sorption of from a mixture of Zn^* and Cd^* 
ions i s superior to any other inorganic ion exchanger of 
th i s c lass Investigated s o ' f a r Fig.23, ( 3 ) ' T h i s material i s 
chemically very s tab le and does not dissolve to any 
s i g n i f i c a n t extent even in 8M HNO^ . 
Tantalum hydroxide i s a hard glassy white granular 
material. Tantalum tungstate in the hydrogen form i s a 
hazd glassy golden yellow granular material . Before 
treatment with 4M KNO^  th is material i s a mixture of yellow, 
l i g h t green and greenish yellow p a r t i c l e s . Hence, I t seems 
that tantalum tungstate in the hydrogen form has tungsten 
in the form of tungstic acid. Both these compounds are 
monofunctional exchangers as shown by the pH t i t r a t i o n 
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curvts given in f i g s . IS and X6* Both thes* are highly 
e tabl* in nineiral acids and f a i r l y s tab le in a lkal ine 
laedia as shown in f i g . 17. Therefoare both the exchangers 
can be used in strongly acid and neutral media* The Tatfj 
r a t i o was found to be Is 1 .5 in tantalun tungstate. 
Thertnogravimetric analysis shows Fig. 24 that the 
weight loss of tantalum hydroxide occurs in three steps. 
These three steps are due to the loss of i n t e r s t i t i a l 
watert water formed from the condensation of OH* groups 
and the deco^os i t ion of SO^"* or Cl" groups respect ively. 
In the case of tantalum tungstate weight loss occurs in 
Of»>step» I t indicates that i n t e r e s t i t i a l water or OH" 
groups are in the same environawnt. 
The ZR spectra of tantalum tungstate and tantalum 
hydroxide are shown in f i g . 2 5 . The bands with maxima a t 
about 3400 and 1600 cm"^ are c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of th© stretching 
vibration of i n t e r s t i t i a l water and the OK* group 
Yi^Ch^O or CH) , the FTL-OH deforoaUon vibration Sa^^A^^ • 
The band with maximum a t i m snT^ i s present in tantalum 
hydroxide and i t i s due to the M-0 vibration. This band i s 
not present in tantalum tungstate because th is band i s 
deformed during the formation of tantalum tungstate. This 
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study has a lso been supported by the IR spectra of other 
exchangers (20) , X«ray analysis shows the aiaorphoue 
nature of both compounds* Hence» I t seems that tantalum 
hydroxide I s of the type TatCHjgSO^.nHgO while tantalum-
tungstate i s probably obtained by the condensation of 
Ta(OH)^ and HVlCjJ. 
The s e l e c t i v i t y sequence of tantaluiD tungstate In 
0« Bl KHO3 i s m follotvsi 
Wg^t, > 
Based on the above so<|uenc@ a nuQdjer of useful 
separations have been achieved. Thus Ti^ "*" and Th^"*have 
OA 
been separated from nutaerous metal ions* Zn has been 
Oa 
separated quant i tat ively from Cd" • The separation of 
Na^  and K* i s also very ioportant* The resu l t s of these 
separations are given In table I . The t e s t s performed t o 
elucidate the sorption (nechanism lead to the following 
conclusionst 
(1 ) and Cd^ "*' are 
sorbed by ion exchange* 
(11) Pe^* and Cu^ '^ .^Cr^ "^  are f i r s t hydrolyjed and then adsorbed 
on the tantalua tungstate colunn* 
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( i l l ) when the Tl^'*' or T h ^ folut lon I t t reated with 
tantalum tungstate, f i r s t hydrogen lone are exchange by 
Tl^ "*" or Th^ "*" and then the Ion pair foxnatlon with tungetate 
lona occura. The above conclusion la based up on the 
following reasoning} when sodium tungstate i s added to the 
Tl^ "*^  and Th^ "^  solutions a white prec ipi ta te of Tl^ "*" and Th^ "^  
tungstates are obtained. This I s confirmed by the f a c t that 
the f i l t r a t e does not give a t e s t for Tl^ "^  and Th "^^ . As the 
prec ipi tat ion of Tl^ "*^  and Th^ "*^  tungstates occur In ac idic 
solution (pH • 1 ,0) the Tl^* and Th^''' do not hydrolyse as 
hydroxides. This explains why Tl^ "*" and Th^ "*" could not be 
eluted with 0. IM KN03, A s imilar behaviour was shown by 
Pb'*^ "*', Ba"*"*" and Y*^ '*'^ . when eluents given In table I are used 
f o r the elutlon of Tl^ "*" and Th^ "*^  the Ion pair breaks and 
soluble conqplexes of titanium and thorium are eluted while 
the Insoluble tantalum tungstate In the H*^  form remains as 
I t was. In the case of Cu^ "*^  and Fe^ "*" the pH of the solution 
a f t e r adding sodium tungstate was higher than the hydrolysis 
pH (21) . Hence Fe '^*' and Cu^ "*^  were hydrolysed to hydroxides. 
When the prec ipi ta tes so obtained were dissolved In 0. IM HNO^  
the f i l t r a t e gave a t e s t for Cu '^*' and Fe '^*' while the p r e c l . 
p l t a t e did not give any t e s t for Cu '^*'and Fe^ "*^  as the preci -
p i t a t e was tungstlc a d d (yellow colour) . For the same 
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reason t«h«n the pH of Cu '^*' and Fe '^*' solutions was adjusted 
t o i and 0. BS sodiun tungstate was added no prec ip i ta te was 
obtained as no hydrolysis was now possible* In the ease of 
the remaining cations no prec ip i ta te was obtained a t any 
stage and therefore they are sorbed by ion exchange. 
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Abstract 
The quantitative separations of Cd^ + from Cu^ +, Zn^ +, and Pb^ +, and of Cu' + 
from and have been studied in details using varying concentrations 
of NaCl solution in acetone. In order to find the optimum conditions for the 
separation of these metal ions, a systematic study was made of various impor-
tant factors, such as sample concentrations, eluent concentrations, pH, and 
ionic strength. The chromatographic behavior of 47 metal ions was also investi-
gated using 1.0 M NaCl solution in 30% acetone. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Thin-layer chromatography is very efficient for the separation of metal 
ions. Recent work done up to 1972 has been admirably summarized by 
Brinkman ( / ) . After 1972 only a few studies have been made on the thin-
layer chromatography of metal ions on silica gel G (2,5). Soljic and co-
workers {4) separated Cu, Pb, Bi, Cd, Hg, As, Sb, and Sn by thin-layer 
chromatography on cellulose using 25:5 BuOH—3 M HCl. 
All these studies suffer from the following limitations: 
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(a) The quantitative aspects of the separations have not been examined. 
(b) The' eiTect of various factors such as sample concentrations, eluent 
concentrations, pH, and ionic strength has not been systematically studied. 
Without the study of these factors, the separation cannot be put to much 
practical use. The present work was therefore undertaken to remove these 
limitations. The chromatographic behavior of 47 metal ions was investi-
gated using 1.0 M NaCl solution in 30 % acetone. 
Sodium chloride was chosen because it enables one to study the effect 
of C r concentration on the separations. In the earlier studies HCl was 
invariably chosen. However, if the HCl concentration varies, then the 
[H'^] and [ C r ] are both simultaneously varied. Acetone was used because 
it does not solvate the ions and it suppresses hydrolysis to give more com-
pact spots. The results obtained are summarized in the form of two papers. 
Paper I deals with the following separations: 
from + , Zn^^, and + . 
from and 
Paper II deals with 
fromNi^^ and + . 
Hg2+ from + , Zn^^, Pb'"^, Ag+, and Bi^^. 
All the separations are quantitative. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Apparatus 
Thin-layer chromatography apparatus (Toshniwal, India) for the pre-
paration of silica gel plates on 20 x 3.5 cm glass plates was used. The 
chromatography was performed in 24 x 6 cm glass jars. Elico pH meter 
Model LI-10, Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 Colorimeter were used 
for pH and spectrophotometric measurements, respectively. 
Reagents 
Silica gel G (E. Merck), cadmium sulfate, cadmium nitrate (made in 
Poland), zinc sulfate (B.D.H.) cobalt sulfate. (Sarabhai M. Chemical, 
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India), lead nitrate (B.D.H.), cobalt sulfate (B.D.H.), nickel sulfate 
(B.D.H.), sodium chloride (B.D.H.), dithizone (B.D.H.), sodium diethyl-
dithiocarbamate (made in Hungary), acetone (B.D.H.), chloroform 
(B.D.H.), and carbon tetrachloride (B.D.H.) were used. All other reagents 
were of AnalaR grade. 
Test Solutions 
Sulfates of + , Ni^"', and nitrates of and 
Pb^ "^  were used. The solutions (0.1 M) of chlorides, nitrates, and sulfates 
of most of the cations were prepared in 0.1 M solutions of the correspond-
ing acids. The 0.1 M antimony and bismuth chloride solutions were 
prepared in 30%v/v and AM hydrochloric acid, respectively. Niobium 
pentachloride solution (1 %) was prepared in 10% tartaric acid. Selenium 
dioxide was dissolved in water and made alkaline with 1 M potassium 
hydroxide. The 1 % solution of gold chloride was prepared in 4 71/ hydro-
chloric acid. Tantalum pentaoxide was dissolved in concentrated sulfuric 
acid and ammonium sulfate. 0.1 % Pt solution was prepared by dissolving 
Pt wire in aqua regia. Sodium molybdate, sodium tungstate, potassium 
chloride, and rubidium chloride solutions were prepared in water. Ceric 
sulfate (0.1 M) was prepared in 1>.6 N sulfuric acid. Stannous chloride 
(0.1 M) was prepared in 4 M hydrochloric acid. 
Detection 
Ag+, T1+, Hg+, Cu2+, Bi^^, As= + , and Sb®+ were 
detected with yellow ammonium sulfide solution. A 1 % aqueous solution 
of aluminon was used to detect Al^ , Ga^ , and Be^ , and 0.1% alcoholic 
alizarin red-S solution was used for La '^*", Pr^+, Sm®"", 
Gd3+, Tb3+, Dy3+, Er^ ,^ Tm^ +, Th^ + 
and Nb^ "^  spots. To detect Zn^ "^  and a 1 % alcoholic diphenyl 
carbazide solution was used. Ni^ "*" and Co^ "*" spots were detected with 1 % 
alcoholic dimethylglyoxime solution, and Fe^"'', VO '^^ , and were 
detected with 2 % aqueous potassium ferrocyanide solution. A 1 % alco-
holic solution of pyrogallol was used to detect W®"^ , and Ta'"^, Mo®"^ , 
Pt'^ "^ , Se'^ '^ , and Au^ "^  spots were detected with 0.1 M stannous chloride 
solution in 4 M hydrochloric acid. Aqueous potassium ferricyanide solu-
tion was used to detect Fe^" ,^ and 1 % alcoholic chromotropic acid solu-
tion was used to detect Ti'^ '^  
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Preparation of Silica Gel Plates 
The slurry used was prepared by mixing the silica gel with constant 
shaking for 5 min in conductivity water in the ratio of 1:3. This slurry was 
used immediately to coat the clean glass plates with the help of an ap-
plicator to give a layer of 0.25 mm thickness for qualitative studies and 
0.50 mm thickness for quantitative studies. These plates were first dried 
at room temperature and then in an electrically controlled oven at 100 + 
5 °C for 2 hr for complete drying. They were then stored in an oven at room 
temperature until used. 
Procedure 
Approximately 3 of the test solutions (0.1 M) were applied on each 
silica gel plate by using a micropipette. The solvent was allowed to ascend 
10 cm from the starting line on the plate in all cases. After the development 
was over, the plates were dried in an air oven and the cations were detected 
with the usual reagents. For the quantitative separation, each metal ion 
was eluted with 0.1 N sulfuric acid from silica gel and determined spectro-
photometrically. Dithizone (8 mg in 100 ml chloroform) and a 1 % solu-
tion of sodium diethyldithiocarbamate were used as color reagents for the 
spectrophotometric determination of Cd^ "*" and Cu "^^ , respectively (5, 6). 
Electrophoresis 
In order to explain the Rp values, electrophoresis studies were performed 
in a NaCl system using the Shandon Electrophoresis Apparatus (Shandon 
Scientific Company, London). 
RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION 
The chromatographic behavior of 47 metal ions was first studied in a 
solution which was 1.0 M in NaCl and 30 % in acetone. The results are 
summarized in Table 1. From this study a number of separations were 
found to be possible. These were then studied more thoroughly and the 
effect of various factors was investigated. 
The Separation of Cd2+ from Cu2+, and + 
In order to find the optimum conditions for the separation of Cd^ "*" 
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TABLE 1 
Chromatographic Behavior of 47 Metal Ions in 1.0 M NaCl and 30% Acetone 
T1+ (0.00) Ag+ (0.00-0.56) (0.50-1.00) 
(0.0-0.84) (0.89) Cu2+ (0.0-0.21) 
(0.87) (0.0-0.39) (0.0-0.92) 
(0.90) Co^+ (0.94) Sn^+ (0.0-0.80) 
(0.0-0.48) (0.00) Be^+ (0.0-0.88) 
Cr3+ (0.0-0.88) (0.0-0.88) (0.0-0.87) 
(0.0-0.08) AP+ (0.0-0.49) Au'+ (0.97) 
(0.0) (0.0-0.91) (0.0-0.44) 
Lu'+ (0.0-0.68) Nd'+ (0.0-0.40) (0.0-0.47) 
Eu'+ (0.0-0.42) Gd^+ (0.0-0.40) (0.0-0.40) 
(0.0-0,44) Ho'+ (0.0-0.63) (0.0-0.47) 
(0.0-0.48) Zr** (0.0-0.57) Ce.*^ (0.00) 
(0.0-0.99) Th*+ (0.0-0.22) Sn*+ (0.0-0.82) 
Se''+ (0.00) (0.93) Sb'+ (O.OrO.87) 
As=+ (0.0-0.78) Ta=+ (0.0-1.00) Nb'+ (0.0) 
Mo®+ (0.00) (0.00) 
from Cu "^^ , Zn "^^ , and Pb "^^ , a systematic study was made of the various 
important factors as given below. 
Ejfect of Cl~ Concentration (Figs, la, b, and c) 
The C r concentration was varied from 0.1 M NaCI-saturated NaCl. 
In all of these solutions Cd^ has a high R^ and it can be separated from 
Cu "^^ , Zn "^^ , and Pb^ "^  using dilute solutions of sodium chloride. The best 
results are obtained with 0.35 M NaCl for 0.50 M for Cu "^^ , and 
0.10 M for Pb "^^ . The Rp values of Zn^ "^  and Pb^ "^  increase as the chloride 
ion concentration increases until in the saturated solution these ions have 
Rp values very close to that of Cd '^*'. However, because the spots are com-
pact, separation is still possible, but the plates are deformed on drying. 
At a high CI" concentration Zn^ "^  and Pb '^^  form anionic complexes 
such as ZnCl4^~ and PbCl4^~, while copper forms complexes of low 
stability; hence there is no effect of CI" concentration on the Rp value of 
Cu "^^ . It is interesting to compare these results with the work of Kraus and 
Moore (7). In this comparison it must be noted that we have studied con-
centrations from 0.0 to 2.0 M in greater detail. 
Cd^ forms the strongest complex, and in 1 M HCl it is completely in 
the anionic form, leading to maximum adsorption at this point. However, 
as the HCl concentration is increased the chlorocomplex is unable to 
compete successfully with the chloride ion, and there is a decrease in the 
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FIG. 1. ( O ) Compact spots; ( • ) tailing spots with R L — RT < 4 ; ( A ) tailing 
spots with R L - RT > 4. 
value. In our case the minimum NaCI concentration used was 0.01 M. 
This is apparently able to complex most of the ions. Hence the Rp 
of Cd^ "*" is very large. As silica acts as a weak cation exchanger (see 
Eq. I), the anionic chlorocomplex is not adsorbed, thus leading to a high 
M,. 
2 w ( s S i - 0 H ) + /w(sSi-0)2Cd^+ + (1) 
As the CI" concentration reaches I M the complex formation is complete 
and there is no further increase in Rp. Zn^ "*" also forms the very stable 
ZnCl^^" complex, but it is slightly less stable than that of Cd '^*". Hence at 
lower Cl~ concentrations the Kj value of Zn^ "*" is smaller than that of 
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Cd "^^ . We also find that in our case at low CI" concentrations that the Rj, 
value of Zn^ "^  is smaller than the Rp value of making the Cd-Zn 
separation possible. 
According to Kraus (7), Cu^ is only slightly adsorbed, even from 2 M 
HCl. We also found that the R^ of is low and unalfected by the CI" 
concentration. 
According to Kraus (7), complex formation of Pb^ increases with an 
increase in chloride ion concentration until it reaches a maximum at 1.0 M 
HCl. However, we found that as the Cl~ concentration increases the Rp 
increases until it becomes a maximum in saturated NaCl solution. 
Thus it is apparent that TLC on silica gel is more effective than anion 
exchange chromatography on Dowex 1-XlO as it is possible to separate 
Cd^ "^  and Zn^ "*" by TLC but not by anion exchange chromatography. 
2 0 6 0 60 1 0 0 wi thout 
Acetone ( • / . ) ^aCI 
At Constant C C U 0.35M NoCl 
20 40 60 80 
Acetone (* / . ) 
At Constant CCF^ 0.5M NoCI 
too Without 
NaCI 
-O - A 
Pb 
S 
\ 
20 40 60 80 1 0 0 Without 
Acetone ( • / . ) NaCI 
At Constant CCTJO.IMNaCI 
FIG. 2. See Fig. 1 for key to symbols. 
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Effect of the Addition of Acetone 
As the acetone concentration increases there is a considerable decrease 
in the tailing of Zn "^^ , Cu "^^ , and Pb^" .^ The Cd "^'' spot remains compact 
but there is a slight decrease in the Rp value of Cd^ "^  as the acetone con-
centration increases from 0 to 80%. The Rp values of Zn^ "^  and Cu^ "^  
remain almost constant up to 80% acetone concentration and then there 
is a sharp decrease in Rp values. In 100% acetone (i.e., CI" is absent) the 
Rp values of Cd^"", + , Zn^"", and Pb^ "^  are zero. The best solvent for 
the separation of Cd^ "^  from Zn^ "^  is found to be a solution which is 
0.35 M in sodium chloride and 30% in acetone. For Cd^+-Pb^t and 
separations, 0.1 M NaCl (without acetone) and 0.5 M NaCl 
in 20 % acetone are best. The results are given in Figs. 2a, b, and c. 
Effect of pH 
At a low pH (i.e., 1.5) the Zn^ "*" and Cu^ "^  spots are in the form of fine 
streaks. As the pH increases (i.e., 1.5 to 6.30) the Rp values of Cu^ "*" and 
Zn '^*' become almost constant. There is no effect of pH on the Rp value of 
Cd "^^ . The optimum pH for the separation of Cd '^^  from Zn^ "^  and of 
Cd^ "^  from Cu^ "^  is 3.3 ± 0.5 where the spots are comparatively com pact. 
At pH < 2 the spot of Pb^ "^  splits into two subspots: the lower one is 
compact and the upper one is in the form of a fine streak. These two spots 
are clearly separated from each other. This behavior may be due to the 
formation of two chlorocomplexes of Pb '^^ , with one being more strongly 
adsorbed than the other. 
Cu^ and Zn^ have high Rp values at low pH. This is because at low 
pH a large number of H ions compete with Cu^ and Zn^ ^ ions for the 
exchange sites and the equilibrium is shifted to the left (Eq. 1). The results 
are given in Figs. 3a, b, and c. In the case of Cd^ the Rp is already very 
high, so it cannot increase further. 
Effect of Ionic Strengths 
There is no effect of ionic strength on the Rp value of Cd^ "*". The Cd^ "*" 
spot remains very compact as the ionic strength increases from I to 6. The 
Rp of Zn^ "^  and Cd^ "^  decreases slightly as the ionic strength increases 
from 2 to 3 and then remains constant, but the Rp of Pb^ increases with 
the ionic strength and then becomes constant. The separation of Cd^ "*" 
from Zn '^*', Cu "^^ , and Pb^ "^  is possible even at higher ionic strengths, 
but the plates are deformed on drying. The results are given in Figs. 4a, b, 
and c. 
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TABLE 2 
The Quantitative Separation of from and by Thin-
Layer Chromatography 
Amount of 
loaded (/ig) 
Amount of interferring 
metal ions loaded (/ig) 
Amount of Cd^+ 
found (fig) 
Percent 
error 
Zn^* 
337.00 0.98 330.00 - 2 . 0 7 
1.70 2.70 1.85 + 8 . 8 2 
2.70 2.70 2.65 - 1 . 8 5 
674.00 1.00 670.00 - 0 . 5 9 
2.70 20.00 2.80 + 3 . 7 0 
4.40 4.40 4.20 - 4 . 5 4 
674.00 3.11 670.00 - 0 . 5 9 
2.70 1244.00 2.65 - 1 . 8 5 
4.40 4.40 4.30 - 2 . 2 7 
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Loading Effect 
The Hp value of Zn^ "^  increases abruptly as the concentration of the 
applied solution becomes greater than 0.01 M, and it becomes constant 
after 0.05 M. Thus one cannot separate Zn^ "^  at a higher concentration 
(>2/ig) from Cd "^^ . The appHed solution increases and separation is 
possible only up to 0.15 M of Cu "^^ . As the sample concentrations are 
increased there is very little effect on the Jip values of Pb^ "*" and Cd^" .^ The 
separation of these metals is possible up to a 2.0 M concentration of each 
metal ion. 
Thus 2.70 to 337.00 /xg of can be separated from 0.98 to 2.70 /ig 
of + . 2.70 to 674.00 /ig of can be separated from 1.00 to 20.00 ^g 
of and 3.11 to 1244.00 /xg of + . The results are given in Figs. 
5a, b, c, and d and Table 2. 
The Separation of Cu^^ from and €0^ + 
In order to find the optimum conditions for the separation of these 
metal ons, a systematic study was made of the various important factors. 
The behavior of Cd^ * and Cu^ has been discussed earher. 
Effect of Cr Concentration 
The Rf. values of Ni^ "^  and Co^ "^  are almost independent of the CI" 
concentration. In the saturated solution of sodium chloride the Cu^ "^  spot 
goes along that of Ni^ and separation is not possible. The separation of 
Cu^ from Co^ * is possible even in saturated solutions of sodium chloride, 
but the deformation of plates takes place. The results are given in Figs. 
6a and b. 
l.Or Co2* 
0.0' ' ' ' ' ' ' — - I I — I I 1 1 
0.0 0.4 0.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 Saturated 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 Saturated 
CCFD in molar i ty NaCi solo, c C U in molar i ty ^oCI soln. 
FIG. 9. See Fig. 1 for key to symbols. 
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TABLE 3 
Electronegativity, Hydrated Ionic Radii in Aqueous Solution at 25 "C (a" in A°) 
of Metal Ions, and Favorable pH Values at Which Certain Ions Begin to Pre-
cipitate as Hydrous Oxides 
Metal 
ions Electronegativity (5) 
Hydrated (P) 
ionic radii pH m 
Ag+ 1.42 1.25 9 
1.46 2.50 8 
1.75 3.00 8 
1.70 3.00 8 
1.66 3.00 6 
1.75 3.00 6 
1.64 3.00 _ 
1.44 2.50 _ 
p|,2 + 1.55 2.25 -
1.67 - -
It is difficult to explain why Cu^ "*" has a lower Rp than do Ni^ "*" and 
Co^" .^ Cu "^^ , Ni^ "^ , and Co^ "^  have almost the same electronegativity. 
Their hydrated radii are also the same, as shown in Table 3. 
According to Kraus and Moore (7), and in 2 M HCl 
do not form any chlorocomplex and hence their Rp should be low. But 
Ni^ and Co^ have high Rp values while Cu^ has a low Rp value. 
It appears that NaCl behaves differently than HCl. It is possible that 
when the pH of the solution is 6, copper is hydrolyzed and precipitated as 
Cu(0'H)2. However, Ni^ "^  and Co^ "^  are precipitated at pH 8 and hence 
they are still in the form of ions. Since the NaCl concentration is high, the 
Na"^  ions compete with the Ni^ "^  and Co "^^  ions and hence these ions have 
high Rp values. 
Effect of the Addition of Acetone 
The Rp values of Cu "^^ , Ni^'^, and Co "^^  decrease as the acetone con-
centration increases. In 100% acetone (i.e., CI" absent) the Rp values of 
these metal ions are zero. The optimum solvents for the separation of Cu^ 
from and are 0.20 M NaCl in 50% acetone and 0.50 M NaCI 
in 50% acetone, respectively. The results are given in Figs. 7a and b. 
Effect of pH 
The spot of Cu^ "^  is in the form of a streak at pH 1.45 to 2.00. The Rp 
value of Cu^ decreases as the pH increases, but the Rp values of Ni^  
and Co^ "^  are not affected throughout this pH range. The optimum pH 
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for the separation of Cu^ "^  from Ni^ "^  and Co^ "^  is 4.0 ± 0.5. The results 
are shown in Figs. 8a and b. The Rp values of Ni^ "*" and Co '^^  cannot be 
increased further at low pH because they are already high. 
Effect of Ionic Strength 
There was httle effect on the Rp values of Ni^ "^ , and 
Separation is possible even at higher ionic strength (i.e., 6.40) but the 
plates are deformed on drying. The results are shown in Figs. 9a and b. 
Loading Effect 
The Rp value of Cu^ "^  increases and those of Ni^ '^  and Co^ "^  decrease 
as the concentration of metal ions increases. At higher concentrations of 
metal ions, the spot of Cu^ moves with the spots of Ni^ * and Co^ *. 
Thus 5.00 to 20.00 (ig of Cu '^^  can be separated from 1.00 to 360.00 ng of 
and 5 to 19.06 /xg of Cu^ "^  can be separated from 1.00 to 180.00 /ig 
of Co^" .^ The results are given in Figs. 10a, b, c and Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
The Quantitative Separation of from + , + , and + 
Amount of 
loaded (/ig) 
Amount of interferring 
metal ions (//g) 
Amount of Cu^+ 
found (//g) 
Percent 
error 
20.00 1.00 20.50 +2.50 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 
5.00 180.00 5.00 0.00 
5.00 360.00 5.00 0.00 
19.06 1.00 20.00 +4.93 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 
5.00 18.00 5.00 0.00 
5.00 180.00 5.20 +4 .00 
20.00 2.00 19.00 - 5 . 0 0 
10.00 10.00 10.00 0.00 
5.00 168.00 5.00 0.00 
5.00 674.00 4.85 - 3 . 0 0 
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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS 
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR DISSOLUTION OF TANTALUM PENTOXIDE 
MOHSIN QuRfiSHi, H . S. RATHORE and JAOAT S. THAKUR 
Chemistry Section, Z. H. College of Engineering and Technology, 
Aligurh Muslim University. Aligarh (U.P.), India 
(ReceimI 18 /(uf/iist 1977. Accepied 17 October 1977) 
Summary A .simple and reproducible procedure has been developed for the dissolution of tantalum 
pentoxidc. The oxide is fused with potassium nitrate and potassium carbonate in the ratio of 2 :5 :5 , 
The cooled melt is dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid. If a tartaric acid solution is desired, 
the sulphuric acid is evaporated and the residue dissolved in 20% tartaric acid solution. 
Up to 500 mg of tantalum pentoxide of high purity can 
be dissolved in 40 ml of hot concentrated sulphuric acid 
containing 80g of ammonium sulphate, but the method. 
i« time-consuming, continuous heating for 6hr being 
required. Moreover the amount of tantalum pentoxide that 
can be dissolved is limited. The fusion of tantalum pentox-
ide with alkali metal hydrogen sulphate or pyrosulphate 
and the dissolution of the melt in concentrated sulphuric 
acid or tartaric acid solution' has been found to be dilH-
cult. In an attempt to develop a better method of dissolu-
tion, we fused tantalum pentoxide with KNOj, 
KCI + KNOj, NajB^O,. lOHjO + NajCOj, NaNOj, 
NaiSjO,, (NH<)6MO,OI4- H^iO + (NH4)2S04. NajSOj, 
NaiMoOt. 2HjO. and K j C O j + KNOj, and tried dis-
solving the products in conccntratcd sulphuric acid and 
20% tartaric acid sc lution. Only the melt obtained by the 
fusion of tantalum pentoxide with the potassium nitrate 
potassium carbonate mixture gave a clear solution in hot 
concentrated sulphuric acid. The procedure is as follows. 
An intimate mixture of well-powdered TajOsCl g) 
KNO,(2 .5g) and KaCO,(2.5s) in a 15-ml platinum cru-
ciblc t v heated in a furnace at 740^760' for 15 min. U 
the temperature is too high, e.g., 840", the cooled melt 
is insoluble in concentratcd sulphuric acid; the tempera-
ture control is therefore importanl* The cold melt is trans-
ferred to a borosilicate glass beakei with not more than 
25 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid and the contents of 
the beaker are heated on an electric heater for 30 min. 
During this treatment brown fumes are evolved, with 
vigorous effervescence. The cold melt is insoluble in 20% 
tartaric acid solution, so if a tartaric acid solution b 
desired then the sulphuric acid solution is evaporated to 
dryness and the residue dissolved in 20% tartaric acid solu-
tion. If the clear solution obtained in sulphuric acid is 
heated for 1 hr more, it becomes turbid. If the melt is left 
in the ppen air at room temperature for a day it becomes 
insoluble in hot concentrated sulphuric acid. 
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